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by

Stephen Dean Ingram
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he ice cracks lightly in my gin and tonic. Beads of condensation on the
glass reflect the liquid orange sun kissing the horizon. I sit on the patio of the
seaside restaurant, bored and looking to leave. The two insurance agents from
Boise in town for a conference lean toward me with impish grins, the lower half
of their faces ruddy from that day’s round of golf.
“So I told Bruce here about your story,” the first insurance agent says. “The
secret island. Back in the 80s. You have got to tell it again so he can hear it. I
can’t do it justice.”
“I don’t know,” I say. “It’s getting late.” I made the mistake of humoring this
man, whose name I had already forgotten. I told him my story to pass the time
as we lounged on the patio, if nothing else because it was easier at my age to
sit and ramble on than to stand and move on balky hips.
“Come on,” says the man, motioning to the waiter for another drink for me.

“All right,” I sigh as I reach for my cigarette, take in a long draw and exhale a

became the next as we bobbed on the open water. The sun beat down on us

defeated plume of smoke. “I’ll tell it again.”

mercilessly. Eddie slept most of the time. My ears and lips were cracked and
bleeding, face scorched. I lost track of how many days we were out there. I was

•••
I watched helplessly from the life raft as the bow of the Sea Scone dipped below
the oily surface of the water. Advertised as a sailing yacht, it was in fact a small,
old cruise ship whose crew tried too hard to make the onboard experience
“vintage-y”. I told the waiter he was sure splashing around a lot of brandy when
making cherries jubilee tableside. He ignored me. The ensuing conflagration

Finally, a small island came into view. We awkwardly paddled toward shore. The
vegetation lining the beach was thick, fiery red flowers topping bushes
shadowed by what looked to be coconut trees. Eddie rolled into waist-deep
water and pulled the raft onto the beach. The sand was the color of bone china,
peppered with black volcanic rock.

when the match touched the pan quickly engulfed the dining cabin and soon

We dropped onto the sand and lay there, panting, trying to get our bearings.

the entire ship.

“Gonna get a coconut,” Eddie said, after a bit. He inched up a tree with a bowed

Shuffleboard cues, Hawaiian Tropic bottles, and luggage irrevocably separated
from its owners bobbed around us. By “us” I meant myself and the one other
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delirious, awaiting death.

trunk while making hooting noises. I rolled my eyes and looked around for signs
of habitation. The island appeared deserted.

occupant of the raft. Why just the two of us in the raft? I wish I knew. I took a

A figure appeared a few hundred yards down the shore. Startled, I motioned for

different exit from the dining cabin than the rest of the panicked horde and

Eddie to come down from the tree. He slid down, beaming, holding a large green

found myself facing an empty life raft. Unseen hands pushed me in, and when

coconut. “Got one. Now, how do we open it? We had somebody on the boat who

the raft splashed into the water, I discovered there were only two of us. The ship

did that.”

went under rapidly. I saw no other survivors in the moonless sea.
“Not now. Someone’s coming.”
I took solace that the other person in the raft was a crew member. A seafaring
man! He could guide us to salvation. Then I discovered he was a cabin boy. Only

“All right! We’re saved!”

his third time on a ship. Eddie was his name: dirty blond dreadlocks, khaki
shorts, a tattoo of a cartoon bear peeking out from the bottom of his flowered

“We’ll see.”

crew shirt as he lay back on the other side of the raft. I didn’t know at the time
how significant the tattoo would become.

There were two men. “Hullo!” one of them shouted.

“Daamn,” Eddie murmured. “What happened?”

“Hello!” I shouted back, my voice raw. My heart leapt. “Our ship sank! Can you
help us?”

“There was a fire. That’s all I know,” I said. That, and we were stranded in the
South Pacific.

The men said nothing in reply as they continued to walk toward us. I waited for
them to approach, as I didn’t have the energy to close the distance. The man

Eddie’s head lolled lightly as if he was just lazing on a float in a backyard pool,

who called out to me was tall and thin, in yellowed linen pants and shirt, clean

strangely content. I was far from content. We had two bottles of fresh water,

shaven. His companion I couldn’t readily describe. He had a dark complexion

three cans of emergency kit rations, and no prospects for rescue. One day

and walked with a shambling gait. When they stopped before us the companion
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revealed a wide nose and imposing brow—Ernest Borgnine came to mind, for

We will expect your indulgence.”

some reason. A shock of reddish hair fringed his otherwise bald head. He wore
a loose-fitting suit of thin fabric with faded stripes, a daisy drooping from the

We went down the beach some distance and turned onto a path that cut inland

lapel of his jacket, and looked ahead vacantly.

through the jungle. Eddie glanced at me with raised eyebrows, dreads stiffened
by saltwater arcing Medusa-like around his head. Maclean’s swarthy companion

The first man extended his hand. “Thomas Maclean. Sorry to hear about your

followed, lightly grunting as he padded behind us. The jungle parted to reveal a

ship. Damned ill luck, that is.” His accent was Scottish, dark blond hair sun-

small collection of buildings. Constructed of lava rock, castoff pieces of wood and

whitened on the ends, face and neck rough and pinkened like a conch shell. He

metal, and palm fronds, the compound was rustic but tidy. I didn’t see any sign

handed us a canteen of fresh water which we eagerly consumed.

of human life.

“I’m George Thompson,” I said, smacking my lips from the water. “And this is

“You’ll stay here,” Maclean said, motioning to a stone hut on the outer edge of

Eddie . . . I’m sorry, I don’t know your last name.”

the compound, its low roof brushed by overhanging trees bearing large green
globes of fruit. “This area,” he pointed to a series of buildings surrounded by a

“Just Eddie.”

steel fence, “is off limits. No exceptions. You must keep to the ocean side of the
compound at all times. Understood?”

“Okay, then. Eddie. So, all of you live here?”
I nodded, puzzled at Maclean’s suddenly despotic manner. Eddie and I collapsed
“We do. We have a . . . research facility on the island.”
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“Oh. All the way out here?”
“Yes. The remoteness suits our endeavors.”
“Interesting,” I said, eyeing Maclean’s companion, who he made no effort to
introduce. “What kind of research?”
“I’m afraid I’m not at liberty to discuss it. Intellectual property, have to be
careful, you know. Industrial espionage and all that. In any event, it’s a privatelyfunded operation. The whole island, it’s all privately owned.”
“I see. Well, you see our predicament. We’re cast up on your shores and are at
your mercy. Could you see your way to putting us up until we can make it off the
island?”
“Yes,” Maclean said slowly, frowning and rubbing his thumb along his chin as he
looked away, then back to me. “Yes! Of course. We’ll make arrangements for you
and your friend.” He paused. “I must warn you, though. This is a secure facility.

on the mildewed hammocks hanging inside and slept the rest of the day.
We were awakened by Maclean’s companion putting out water and food for us on
a bamboo tray. I realized how famished I was and jumped out of the hammock
with excitement. Then I saw the offerings on the tray: hot dogs and stale popcorn.
I guzzled the water but ate the food without enthusiasm.
“You come,” said Maclean’s companion.
I flinched when the fellow spoke for the first time. “Excuse me?”
He grunted and cleared his throat, as if steadying himself for an activity requiring
great effort. “Tomorrow,” he said in a guttural voice. “You come. Dinner. Doctor
house.”
“The doctor, you say. Who would that be?”
But he retreated with his empty tray and did not answer. Slap! Slap! went his
shoes as he left. I turned to see Eddie happily eating a hot dog as he thrust his
hand into the large wooden bowl of popcorn.
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Eddie chuckled. “Kinda like the food you’d get in a circus.”

I turned to Maclean’s companion. “And I’m sorry, I never got your name.”

We slept fitfully that night, the insects of the jungle delighted to discover new

Maclean’s companion mumbled in response.

flesh delivered up for their eating and biting pleasure. I awoke with red welts on
my arms and legs.

“I’m sorry?”

Muted squeals and stifled grunts emanated from the gated area the next

“That would be Clarabelle,” said Maclean, looking down as he swirled the drink

morning. We dared only venture on the trail down to the shore, heeding

in his glass.

Maclean’s warning. I saw some movement in the brush among the fiery flowers
visible when we first came ashore. I took a step toward the brush. Whatever it was
scurried deeper into the jungle, jostling the red flowers in its wake. We squatted
in the bay and let the saltwater salve our stinging insect bites, then napped the
rest of the day.
Maclean’s companion trudged up to our hut at dusk. We had put on the change
of clothes provided to us—old ugly Hawaiian shirts and baggy khaki shorts, as
if someone’s aunt and uncle on vacation from Iowa had abandoned their
luggage. We followed him to a large, square lodge on the other side of the
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compound and to the patio behind it, which was covered by a faded candystriped awning. Maclean was there to greet us, standing erect with his hands
behind him.
“Welcome, gentlemen. I do hope you’re rested up. I took the liberty of mixing us
up some gin and tonics. I hope that’s to your liking.”
“Wonderful!” I said. “I was so tired of Singapore Slings on the ship.”
“Good. The quinine will do you good as well. Thompson, why don’t you sit by
me.” He motioned to the bamboo table. “Eddie, you sit there. The Doctor will be
with us shortly.”
“Now, who is our host?” I asked.

“Oh.”
Eddie snorted as he guzzled the rum punch offered him as an alternative to the
gin and tonic and wiped his mouth on his sleeve.
Maclean looked behind him and rose from his seat. “Ah, here we are.”
I stood up to receive our host, expecting a dotty academic in a lab coat. I was
wrong. Onto the patio strode, or waddled, a tall man with a pasty expression—no,
it was pasty makeup. Plumes of rust-colored hair projected from either side of his
chalky pate. He wore a baggy, faded, blue jumpsuit, a limp white collar which
noodled out in all directions from his throat, and large shoes sanded to a pale
brown. I could not for the life of me comprehend this vision all at once.
Dumbfounded, I stood and extended my hand, robotlike.
“George Thompson. We appreciate your hospitality, Dr. . . ?”
“Bozeau. It’s Belgian. You’re welcome. Sit down.”
We sat down to the table and I tried to regain my composure. Dinner was soon
served. Some real food this time, grilled fish and some sort of pounded root
vegetable. I answered a few questions about how we ended up on the island, but
couldn’t really focus yet. Who was this man? Bozeau spoke in a high-pitched
midwestern American accent as weary as his attire. His mouth and nose were

Maclean looked at me intently. “Dr. Bozeau,” he said carefully. “He owns and

streaked with rouge. Everything about him was wilted, sun-bleached. I drained

operates the facility.” He looked away to the dark jungle and then back to me.

my gin and tonic and poured myself another, trying not to stare. I got just drunk

“Brilliant man. A bit... misunderstood by many in the research community, I’m

enough, easy enough in my weakened condition, to summon the courage to say

afraid.” He sniffed. “Too far ahead of them.”

what was on my mind.
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“And so, what kind of doctor are you?”
Maclean sighed and Bozeau looked at me sharply. “I’m a medical doctor,” said
Bozeau.
“Oh, really? I have many doctor friends. Where did you go to medical school?” I could
tell this line of questioning was annoying my hosts, but I was too addled to care.
“Medicine is my second career. I don’t care about pedigree.”
“I’m sorry, where did you say-”
“Grenada,” Bozeau interrupted, irritated. “I went to med school in Grenada. Got
out just before Reagan invaded. Too bad, too. I had a good thing going there for
awhile. Anyway, I’m here now.” He cast a sideways glance toward Maclean, who
looked uncomfortably down at his plate. We made small talk as the evening wore
on. Bozeau’s manner grew bitter and downbeat. Any talk of American culture sent
him into a rage.
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“Morons!” he railed at one point when I mentioned a new comedian I had seen
on American television recently. “They get cheap laughs with dirty words or
pretend to be smarter than the audience. Humor today consists of insulting the
crowd. No art to it. No sense of tradition, no respect for those who came before.
It’s quick gratification, forget the consequences.”
Bozeau took a long drink, leaned forward and hit the table with a gloved hand.
“This society is in desperate need of the art of physical comedy. Entertainment
that’s visceral. Vital! That’s not out there today. So someone’s got to re-create it.
It’s not going to come from normal channels, so there has to be a new way—”
“Dr. Bozeau,” Maclean said softly but insistently.
“Sorry, Maclean. Well, Thompson, my Caledonian friend reminds me that I’m
talking too freely. I’ve had a rough day, and now I’ve had too much to drink. So I’ll
bid you adieu and hit the hay. Clarabelle!”
Clarabelle appeared from the recesses of the patio to clear the table and Bozeau
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shuffled into his lodge, muttering and scratching his side.

I woke the next morning to the din of seabirds and the tide washing the shore. In
my dream I was sitting up in a silk-sheeted bed in a tropical resort smoking a

“Apologies,” said Maclean. “The Doctor had an experiment go awry today. He’s

cigarette, a beautiful naked woman lying belly down next to me with a contented

very upset about it. Well, I’m sure you’re all exhausted. Tomorrow we’ll discuss

smile. The stark reality hit me when I opened my eyes and Eddie came into view.

arrangements to get you off the island. Next supply ship is due in a week. Good

He sagged over the side of his hammock, nose inches from the sand crystals

night.”

below, dreads now drooping down like sea anemone seeking krill. Spittle
extended in a line down from his fuzzy chin to the ground.

“Good night,” I said as I shook Maclean’s hand. I hadn’t noticed before that he
trembled slightly.

I was restless, curious about what Bozeau had said the night before. I left the hut
and idled up to the edge of the fenced compound. Clarabelle was carrying some

Eddie was silent throughout the dinner. “Wow,” he said, as he and I walked back

supplies in, his back to me. I slipped in behind him before the automatic gate

to our hut. “He looks a lot worse than he used to.”

clanged shut. I was now inside the off-limits area.

“Than he used to? What, you know him?”

Clarabelle shouldered his way through the door into a long building. I followed

“Sure. That was Bozo the Clown.”
My mind reeled as we sat on our hammocks. I brushed away a spider hanging down
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from the thatched roof. “Wait, do you mean that the Doctor is—used to be—”

him and sneaked in undetected, now intoxicated by my little caper. An antiseptic
odor tingled my nose. He disappeared down a long dark hall. Music drew me
down the hall, hushed at first, then louder as I approached, swirling music like
what you would hear on a carousel as a child. I saw crusted tools and soiled gauze
on a table in an empty room along the way. Finally, I came to the source of the

“Didn’t you watch TV when you were little?”

music: a room behind a thick bamboo door painted with a red X.

“No. My parents were music professors. The TV was off except for the Met Opera

There was murmuring on the inside. I pushed the door open ever so slightly with

and Leonard Bernstein.”

my fingertips. Suddenly the door was thrown open from the other side. I recoiled
from the blinding white light and saw Clarabelle holding the door. There stood

“Who?”

Bozeau, a latexed hand holding bloody forceps. In his other hand was the rubber
bulb of a large clown horn. A moaning creature, gauze wrapped around his head,

“Never mind. Tell me about this clown... person.”

was strapped to a table before Bozeau. A red bulbous nose protruded from the
wrapping. Heavy brown fur covered the unwrapped portions of its body.

“OK, this was the deal. We’d come home after school, turn on the tube and get
our Bozo fix. Real hambone circus clown stuff. Even as a kid I thought he was

“What are you doing here? You fool!” Bozeau cried. The beast became agitated

kinda corny, but it was a grin. Yeah, Bozo... then his show went off the air and he

and with a powerful upward jerk popped its restraints. The freed creature

disappeared. Never thought about him again. And now here he is. Kinda cool.”

knocked Bozeau to the ground and hurtled toward me. A large paw shoved me

Eddie wrinkled his nose. “And kinda weird.”

aside as it lurched out of the room.

“Hmm. And now he’s a doctor. Doing ‘experiments.’” On what? For what

“My God!” screamed Bozeau. “Stop him! He’s not finished!” Bozeau jumped up

purpose? And who, or what, in God’s name was Clarabelle?

and ran after the creature, Clarabelle grunting behind. I swear I heard Clarabelle
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chuckle as he shuffled past.

insignias that the others put on their heads. The poodle climbed onto the roof
of a hut and yelped. Or was it saying “Help”? The ersatz fire crew then went into

I ran after them out of the compound and into the jungle. Undergrowth ripped

motion.

at me from below, branches clawed at me from the sides, vines swiped at me
from above. Chirps, hoots and cackles joined to create a spiteful cacophony

After calming down, I realized they were performing, for my benefit, their captive

around me. I couldn’t gauge how far away the sounds came from. The jungle

audience of one, the old circus routine in which a fire engine full of bumbling

vexed all normal perceptions of sound and light. I struggled forward, lost,

clown firefighters rescues a stranded party. I was horrified, yet fascinated.

panicked, alone. Then I came upon a clearing containing an assortment of crude
huts. Each had a peaked thatched roof and sides of canvas scraps staked to the

Then it dawned on me it wasn’t red foliage I had seen in the brush edging the

ground. A little village. Suddenly there was movement behind me, a blunt

beach. It was these creatures. With red noses. Watching us.

sound, then the smell of wet grass close to my face.
An orangutan-clown, naturally endowed with Bozo hair, clung to the top of a
I came to sitting under a coconut tree facing the clearing. Woozy, I couldn’t focus

rickety bamboo ladder extending from the fire engine. As it plucked the poodle

my eyes yet. Figures milled about in the distance in strange, jerky movements.

from the top of the hut, the ladder snapped and all went tumbling onto the

As the blurred images sharpened, bile hurtled to my throat.

ground. I couldn’t tell if the broken ladder was part of the act or not. The rest of
the troupe bumbled about, ran into each other and threw buckets of confetti in
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The first figure I could make out appeared to be a large standard poodle walking

each other’s faces. The routine complete, they stood in a line and bowed. I

on its hindquarters. Head cocked to the side, in a flowered hat, it hop-walked

started to clap, then stopped my hands mid-air at the absurdity of clapping for

toward me in a baggy jumpsuit, open mouth pulled back, the tip of its long pink

a clown animal performance in a jungle. Then I clapped anyway. The troupe

tongue curving upward. Next was a large cat-like creature in a harlequin

members bowed again and scurried away. The bear-clown remained.

costume, stepping lightly on slippered hind paws, tawny tail swishing behind
diamond-painted pantaloons. In front of them stepped a large bear-like beast,

“I am the Sayer of the Law,” he proclaimed.

fiery orange hair encircling round furred ears. Wearing the greasepaint of a hobo
clown, long rumpled coat dragging behind, it tripped slightly as it lumbered one

Unsure of what he now intended, I stood up warily, blood pulsing in my head. “You

large shoe in front of the other toward me.

know the Doctor, of course,” I said.

I now understood what kind of research Bozeau did here.

“His is the House of Fun. His is the flower that squirts.”

Too weak to run, I lay against the tree, coughing just short of retching, and

I nodded. This was definitely Dr. Bozeau’s domain.

awaited my fate.
The bear-clown bent down and peered at me closely, foul breath steaming my
nose, then stood back up. “It is a man!” it growled.
Upon hearing this, as if on cue, the other village occupants clustered before me.
A rusted miniature fire engine was wheeled out of one of the huts and the bearclown produced an armful of coconut halves painted with fire department

“Don’t steal another’s joke,” the bear-clown continued. “That is the law. Are we
not Funny Men?”
“But aren’t you—”
“Don’t curse. No blue. That is the law. Are we not Funny Men? Don’t turn your
back to the crowd. That is the law. Are we not Funny Men? Always keep your
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gloves on. That is the law. Are we not Funny Men? Don’t smoke while in clown.
That is the law. Are we not—?”
A loud crack came from the jungle behind me. The bear-clown disappeared.
Bozeau emerged. He looked at me and sighed. “Are you alright?”
“I think so,” I said, rubbing the back of my head.
“How did you find this place? Did they bring you here?”
I shook my head. “I stumbled upon it. Who are—”
“This place isn’t safe. They’re not fully formed yet. They know just enough to be
dangerous.”
“I’m sorry. I wanted to know what was happening here.”
“You should have come to me if you were curious. You’ve undone a lot of my
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work with your intrusion.” He exhaled heavily, his expression now more
conciliatory, and held up a hand. “Come back with me and I’ll explain.”
We sat in a darkened room in Bozeau’s lodge. Yellowed circus posters hung
loosely from the walls.
“There is something in the nature of the clown that appeals to the
unconscious,” said Bozeau.
“It’s physical. A sensory experience. Not all these mind games these comics play
nowadays. A clown engages you directly. I decided to create what was not
being provided out there anymore. What do you do when no one is interested in
pursuing the clown’s life? At least, no humans? Well, I began experimenting with
animals. They’re quick learners, really. Just had to take care of the physical
aspect of things.”
“But how—”
“Pigmentary disturbances, nose bulbing, grafting... A lot of electrolysis on the
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really hairy ones.”

I heard a scream in the distance. Eddie and I ran through the jungle toward the
sound. The vines slapped our faces as we ran. Spots of red in the shadows of the

I shuddered. “But how do you justify the pain that you inflict?”

foliage streaked by along the way. They could have been clown noses, they could
have been tropical flowers, but I was too startled to know what was what in the

“The giggling. When I induce the giggling, that’s the hardest part. Then I see who’s

moment. We came to the village I had discovered earlier. In the middle of the

strong enough. Those who survive that, thrive and live to make others laugh.”

clearing stood the escaped beast I had seen Bozeau experimenting on the day

“But the suffering—”
Bozeau put up a hand, reached behind him, picked up a frying pan, and pinged
himself on the head with it, never breaking eye contact with me. “The pain is
insignificant, really. A small thing to overcome in pursuit of the greater good—a
really good belly laugh.”
I tried to summon a chuckle, but couldn’t.

before, holding a large mallet. Bozeau lay still before its feet. The other animal
clowns swayed in front of their huts, restless, looking at each other. The beast
seemed to be confused, and made a hitting motion in the air with the mallet.
Bloody bandages partially unwound from his head hung around him like maypole
ribbons. We froze, not knowing if we were in danger.
Maclean rushed in behind us. He saw Bozeau and stalked forward holding his
head in his hands. He looked at the beast sharply. “Oh, you goddamn doaty, you
idiot, oh, goddamn you!” The beast dropped the mallet and staggered away.

“Funny bear,” said Clarabelle, the next morning, pointing at Eddie.

Maclean knelt down next to Bozeau and stroked his head lightly.

“You like this?” said Eddie as he slowly sat up in his hammock.

“It’s supposed to be a rubber mallet for the gag,” Maclean moaned. “A rubber
mallet.” He touched the bloody steel head of the mallet resting on the grass.
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Clarabelle stood over Eddie, holding our breakfast tray in one hand, and pointed

“Rubber,” he said softly.

at Eddie’s exposed belly. It was the tattoo, a pink bear with a saw-toothed collar
and empty grin, high-stepping in acid-fueled nirvana. I now recognized it as some

The villagers, alarmed at the commotion, began to grunt and shriek, their animal

sort of emblem of a rock band. But that’s not how Clarabelle took it. Eddie bore

natures taking over. Maclean rose, mumbled about something he had to do and

the mark of one of their icons. It was a talisman.

ran back toward the compound. Eddie and I remained, uncomfortably, watching
the villagers, who were now watching us. We backed away slowly. The bear-clown

“Funny bear,” Clarabelle repeated, and then padded away.

appeared and looked down at Bozeau’s body with a mournful expression. Then
he looked up and trundled toward us. He pointed toward Eddie.

“What do you think monkey boy wanted?” Eddie said to me.
“I think they want something from you,” I said.
“He means to praise you,” I said solemnly, though I was joking.
“What do they want from me?” Eddie said.
We had breakfast and walked to the shore. I meant to talk to Maclean about the
supply ship and what was being done to get us off the island. Something lay in the

We were about to turn and run when the bear-clown stopped and got down on

path to the beach. It was a broken unicycle, the wheel bent, a pedal missing, the

one knee before Eddie. He reached forward, palm up in reverence, and tugged

frame broken in half, as if the thing had been torn apart by powerful hands. I

Eddie’s shirt up to reveal the dancing bear tattoo. The bear-clown turned and

began to feel uneasy. Why had someone destroyed a unicycle?

showed the tattoo to the rest of the villagers, who gasped and jostled.
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“His is the House of Fun,” the bear-clown said to the villagers.

The automatic gate into the fenced area was stuck open. I wandered around the
compound. I heard laughing. The sound came from Bozeau’s lodge. There I found

“He is the Law! He is the Law!” the villagers responded, and rushed toward Eddie.

Maclean, slumped in a rattan chair in front of a television, a large bottle of gin on

I was pushed away in the bedlam. They bowed to Eddie, hugged him, patted him

the floor next to him. Playing from the TV was a grainy black-and-white

on the back roughly, then lofted him onto their shoulders and started to carry him

videocassette of Lenny Bruce performing a nightclub routine, smoking,

away.

mumbling, whining, turning his back on the audience.

“Hey! Hey! Whoa!” yelled Eddie. He looked back to me. “George, what the—”

“He’s everything Bozeau was against,” said Maclean quietly, who threw back
another glass of gin and roughly squeezed some juice into his mouth from a lime

“Eddie!” I called out. “You make the Law! Remember that! It could save you!”
“I make the Law?” He said something else but I couldn’t hear him anymore over
the noise of the crowd as the distance between us lengthened.
The villagers marched away holding their new god aloft with upraised gloved
paws. There was nothing I could do to stop it. The animal clowns were large,
aggressive and obviously capable of mayhem. I hoped for the best for Eddie and
headed toward the compound.
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I sprinted headlong through the jungle. Suddenly a figure jumped in front of me.

half, dribbling much of it onto his bloodied shirt. A padlock from a bamboo
cabinet door hung open, and a pile of labeled videocassettes had poured out:
Dick Gregory, Don Rickles, George Carlin. I kneeled down and picked up a Sam
Kinison tape.
“It was his secret cache,” Maclean continued, his accent thickened by alcohol.
“He’d let me watch with him sometimes. When he needed to recharge, to
appreciate again what he was fighting against.”
“Did anybody else know?”

I threw up my hands in terror. Between the fingers in front of my face I spied

“Oh, na, na. The villagers, they could never see something like this. After the

another one of Bozeau’s creations: a kangaroo. But not a clown facsimile. A

procedures, they’re delicately-tuned machines. Seeing these images, hearing

mime. The white oval of its face was bisected by a mouth drawn as a thin black

these words, so contrary to their training and what made them who they are, it

line, tiny arches painted above its eyes. It wore a tight horizontally-striped shirt. A

would short-circuit them. People finding humor in what the creatures had been

hellish Marcel Marceau outback mutation.

taught was humorless. They’d go doolally.”

“Are you from the village?” I asked, shaking, ready to dive into the brush if it

“What do you think they are now?” I said, feeling the anger rise in me.

moved my way.
Maclean paused and raised his chin. I wonder what he thought his purpose was
In response, if it was in response, the creature danced its gloved paws before me,

now. Was he the inheritor of the realm? Or the master of the ruin? “They are the

stretching out on huge hind legs to shape an invisible wall between us. I could see

holy fools,” he said. “The angelic buffoons.” He looked out into the thrumming

that it took tremendous discipline for it to engage in such fluid motions. But the

darkness beyond the patio, then turned back. “The innocent jesters. Who the

illusion was not complete: its actions were that of an automaton, as if yanked by

world may never have the good grace to know.”

unseen puppet strings. It stared at me goggle-eyed throughout its performance.
It mimed looking through a window, then walking up stairs, then it bowed and

I left Maclean with his booze and forbidden tapes and stumbled down to the

jumped into the brush. I was left alone, scared for my life. I proceeded on to the

beach. The rest of the night I sat in the sand crying, rocking in terror and

compound.

confusion as I hugged my knees. I heard animal shrieks and what might have been
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human screams and saw the glow of a fire above the tree line.

bar runs a story on the local evening news about a circus coming to town. Images
of trapeze artists and clowns gaping at the camera flash onscreen.

Only after the sun rose did I dare go back to the compound. Maclean, or what was
left of him, lay in the grass outside Bozeau’s lodge. Inside, the TV played to an

At the sight of the clowns I wince. “Could you turn that off, please?” I call to the

empty room of overturned chairs and smashed glass. The video player had been

bartender, who is wiping down the bar and bagging trash. He shrugs and clicks off

damaged and was stuck; a video of Richard Pryor pacing a stage played on an

the TV without looking up. Trembling, I fish into the pack on the table for one

endless loop, his audience laughing hysterically. The villagers must have seen it.

more cigarette, discover it empty, and crush the pack in my hand. ■

Here was all that they knew as forbidden—the cursing, the sarcasm, the drugs—
yet the audience was cheering. How could that be? And then they did just what
Maclean said they would. And he paid the price.
I stumbled upon an abandoned boat behind one of the compound buildings—
who else had washed up unawares on this abyss? I threw in some supplies found
in the medical building and pushed away from the island. I had no plan, but I had
to get away from there. The boat topped the incoming surf and bobbed into the
prevailing currents. Smoke trailed up to the sky from the island, the emerald hell
I had left behind. The promised supply ship came by in a few days and picked me
up. I never saw Eddie again.
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•••
“And now here I am,” I say, my words slurring. The insurance agents,
spellbound, stare at me with their mouths slightly open. The patio overlooking
the beach has now emptied out, stars dotting the sky above the black void of the
ocean before us. Our waiter flashes us a closing-time look as she upends chairs
onto tables.
“I mean, that story was even better the second time around,” the first insurance
agent says, breaking from the spell, his frozen Margarita melted into a
phosphorescent slurry. “Goddamn!”
“Did that really happen? All of it?” says the second insurance agent.
“I only wish it hadn’t,” I say. “I think my life would have taken a different turn.”
Churlish at having had to perform for free drinks, I resent these two men, so at
ease in their paunches and their casual drunken condescension. They glance at
each other and awkwardly swish around their lukewarm drinks. The TV over the
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hough driving with the top down made my eyes water, I liked the way it
ruffled my facial fur. I pointed my nose into the wind and took the hairpin curves
of the mountain highway as fast as I dared with the tape deck blasting whatever
was in there when I got the car the day before. It came with a fuzz buster, so I
didn’t have to worry about cops. In the badly faded photographs, I wear a green
T-shirt, blue jacket, jeans, and scuffed orange work boots. The jacket had been
in the trunk when I got the car, and I liked it for that reason.
And, of course, I had on the driving gloves I always wear on the road.
In those cool and shady environs, trucks pulling double trailers bearing the
weight of the long redwood logs or trunks careened past at death-defying
speeds. If those brakes failed, if those drivers lost control on a wild curve, those
trucks would become unguided missiles plowing into whatever cars were
unlucky enough to be in their path or plummeting off the edge of the steep
declivity. Exciting, is what I thought. What heroes. Where were they taking the
forest away to? Who wanted it down so much they set all this in motion?

It was getting dark when I turned off what passed for a highway up there and spun

“Too dark,” she said.

onto a tree-shrouded road where I found the young couple with backpacks
holding out their thumbs, both of them in khaki shorts and shirts like they were

“I wrote, ‘The plot thickens’,” he said. He had an authoritative voice that set my

on safari. Some would have called them white rats, but they looked like mice to

nerves on edge. “I’ve been taking photos all along our trip. When I get back, I’ll

me.

lay them out and see where they lead me.”

I turned the music down as they climbed in back with their equipment, which

I had been heading for a little logging town I hadn’t seen for maybe a year. There

included one of those Polaroid cameras you wave the pictures in the air before

was an old hotel where I could get a room cheap.

the colors come out. I noticed this because he took a picture of the car before
getting in. Once they settled in back, the guy began waving the photo he had
taken. It had gotten dark so quickly the female expressed relief and gratitude
that I had stopped for them. He was too involved in the process of putting new
film in the camera to say anything at all. All business, that one. She noticed me
adjusting the rear-view mirror to see her better and gave a big smile. Cute little
round nose she had and sparkling black eyes. I hit the gas and pulled back onto
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“He lets the story grow out of the images,” Jane was saying.
“I get it,” I said. “Free association. I am something of a film maker myself,” I
informed them, prepared to spin a story of my own making.
“I am of the ‘let the shape emerge from the stone’ school,” he intoned.

the road with a squeal.

I wanted to laugh but kept it under control.

“So,” I said, “what brings you to the mountains with no means of

“He got the idea from a filmmaker who visited campus,” she said. I wanted to

transportation?”

sound interested, so I asked if he would be storyboarding scenes before filming,

“Jake is a film student. He’s collecting images for his thesis project. I’m just
along for the adventure.”
“Well,” I said, “let’s see if I can’t spice things up for Jake.”
He still said nothing, looking into the big trees on his side of the car, but when
my headlamps flashed on a sign with the silhouette of a leaping buck, he
shouted for me to pull over, so he could take a picture. I got a look at him in the
headlamps when I did, about what you’d expect in those granny glasses. She

like the great horror filmmaker.
“I’m going for something more organic,” he explained while I adjusted the rearview mirror to see him better now. He looked away, out the side of the car, to
avoid my eyes, but I saw the smirk. I really wanted to kill him, but I said, “Mr.
Natural. Keep on trucking.”
“Something like that,” he mumbled.
The car purred along nicely, tires squeaking on the curves.

said her name was Jane, her boyfriend’s name was Jake. In her sing-song voice,
I half-expected her to finish the jingle with, “We come from Jakarta, and we sell

“For goodness sake,” he said, “slow down. You’ll kill us all,”

Jacks.” I saw the light bulb flash in my peripheral vision, and he got back in,
waving the photo to make the image appear. He flipped it over and wrote

“Get a picture from the back,” I said. “So you see my hands on the wheel.”

something on the back of the picture.
After a brief grumble, the flash went off, the photo whirred, and he waved it.
“What’s he writing?” I asked her. She leaned over the photo and squinted to
read the back.

“What’s your name,” he said, “so I can write it on the back.”
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“My name is Russell,” I said, “Prince of the rodents.”

side of the car and reached into the glove compartment, where I had stowed the
thirty-eight with which I purchased the car back at sea level.

“Prince of the… I’ll just write Russell.”
“All right,” I said, “you two get over there in front of the grill. I’ll move around
“That’ll do,” I told him.

here, so my back is to the dark. Can you hear me clearly? Sound does soak into
the trees, doesn’t it?”

In the next moment, a huge buck with an enormous rack of antlers appeared in
the circle of light from my headlamps, front legs extended in a leap across the

Once situated as directed, I said, “Go ahead. Point the camera at me, partner.

road. When it crashed into the front of the car, the windshield shattered. We

I’ll strike a threatening pose, pointing the pistol at you in the midst of a dark

stopped dead in our tracks while the tape kept playing softly. I clicked it off, and

forest, with no one around for miles.”

the silence closed in around us.
“Um, Mister,” he said, and then he remembered my name. “Russell, sir.”
We got out unharmed, looking at one another in the dark of night in the middle
of the mountain forest. The shape of the buck had been molded into the engine

When Jane appeared at his side, he put an arm around her, looking frightened now.

block. As I leaned down to study the hair and blood and teeth implanted in the
caved-in grill, I heard a click and saw the flash from behind. I stood slowly. Jake

“What’s going on,” she said.

flapped the photograph in his fingers. His glasses glinted in the light of the one
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remaining headlamp. I set my hands on my hips.

I lowered the pistol. “Oh, come on. All in good fun. Get the picture. For the film.”

“This must seem a fortuitous event for your project, wouldn’t you say?”

He released his grip on Jane and raised the camera. When the flash came, he
dropped it and rushed me, a move I had anticipated. I got a shot off, louder than

He didn’t respond but did stop waving the photograph. “Sorry about your car.”

expected. I hit him dead center of his chest. He fell back and did not get up.

“Oh, well, that’s life in the fast lane,” I said. “We have more important business.”

The way his arms spread like a cross gave me a chuckle.

The glasses became circles of light. “Is that right?”

When I looked up, Jane fled into the trees. I followed until I heard her yelp as she
fell over what turned out to be the carcass of that big buck, where it had been

“That’s correct.” I clapped my hands, muffled by the gloves. The world around

flung when I hit it. She backed against a tree, her mouth in what is known in the

the headlamp beam seemed darker and more silent than ever. “What are the

business as a paroxysm of fear.

things of this world when we have our lives?”
I went through the pictures in the light of the headlamp, tossing them until I got
“That’s a great attitude, Russell,” Jane said. I heard the back door on the driver’s

the ones I wanted, starting with a photo of both of them. The plot did thicken,

side open and close. Jake’s arms drifted down to his sides. His head turned to

as Jake said it did, when I got to the photo of the sign with the silhouette of the

look at Jane then came back to me, the glasses circles of light once more.

buck. I stuck the bunch in the pocket of my jacket, broke the headlamp with the
butt of the pistol and stuck it under my belt in the back.

“Maybe you’d like a picture of me in front of this wreck,” I said. “Hold on, I have
a better idea.” I didn’t wait for a response before I went back to the passenger

I headed down the mountain to the highway and hitched a ride with a trucker.
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Once on the road he glared at me. “Who are you,” he demanded, “and what’s

I had to explain the blurred photo of me holding the pistol on the hitchhikers. He

your business on the road?”

wished it had been a bit clearer. I hadn’t been able to wave it in the air
adequately, so I thought at the time. But Jake did drop the camera when he came

Now that I looked right at him, he was a big, ugly hare with speckled fur and huge

at me, so that could have been the culprit as well.

yellow teeth in front. And, frankly, he smelled like a garbage truck. I tried not to
stutter as I reached for an answer that might satisfy him. Finally, I said I was a

“I can’t tell if that’s you holding a gun or a bear picking at the bushes for berries.”

filmmaker.
I had to agree. If you didn’t know what you were seeing, you might not be able to
“Filmmaker, is that your story? What films have you made? Would I know any?”

identify me as the creature in the photo. “Perhaps I can darken it in the editing

His voice sounded like he smelled, with gravel tossed in for tone.

booth.”

“I’m sure I wouldn’t know the answer to that,” I said, stalling for time. It occurred

“Brighten it, more likely,” said the hare. “Still, I like the whole idea. I’ve had some

to me I would show him the photographs. I took the bunch from my pocket and

thoughts like that myself. Perhaps I can help out, you know, with what comes

held them up, as if they might act as proof. “For a film in progress,” I exclaimed.

next.”

“Show them to me, one at a time.”

“The idea had occurred to me. All right, let’s see how it goes.”

“Shouldn’t you keep your eyes on the road,” I suggested.
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He glared at me longer than I could withstand. I held out the first one, the lab
rats in khakis. He nodded and grunted. “Two main characters, is that it?”
“I’m storyboarding with photographs. A folk horror flick, human characters
played by rodents of some kind. Someone like you, say, might be represented by
a powerful-looking hare.”

The hare became excited, his eyes even wider than before, his ears twitching.
“Go on, go on,” he said.
“How about this. A rat who happens to be the prince of rodents hitches a ride
with a huge hare or jackrabbit, something like the two of us right now.”
“Gotcha.”
“So, maybe the prince lurches at the wheel, wresting control for a moment.”

“That’s good,” he said, “I like that.”
“The hare is too surprised to react forcibly,” the hare said. “At least right
I held each photo up for him, beside the steering wheel. He studied it while I

away.”

watched the road. The cab rocked under the weight of the massive tree trunk it
pulled, but no matter how the cab veered one way or the other, he pulled it back

“Exactly,” I said with some satisfaction.

at the last moment. “The plot thickens,” I said when I held up the photo of the
sign with the buck leaping across the road.

“But the hare is resourceful. He quickly analyses the situation and regains
control of the truck.”

“My word,” he said.
“Only for a moment, because the hitchhiker turned the wheels dangerously off
“Mind you, this is only one scene, but a critical scene in the sweep of the film.”

course.”
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“It veers back and forth, threatening at one moment to smash into the

ground rolling.

mountain, at the next to go off the side. A struggle ensues.”
When I sat up on the edge of the Black Hole that opened where the side of
“Too late!” I shouted. “The edge beckons. Neither can resist the pull of

the mountain had been, the only thing inside was the rapidly descending

gravity opening a Black Hole beneath them. A scream pierces the sky. Inky

truck and trailers, at awkward angles from each other. The redwood trunk

blackness closes over them like the lips of a mouth that has been waiting

broke free of its mooring and claimed identity as a separate missile. I wanted

since the beginning of time. In another instant, all is forgotten, the truck, the

to follow their descent, but the Black Hole wavered and closed slowly, a night-

rodents, the redwood, even the Black Hole.”

blooming flower in morning light, slurping down the last drops of moon dew.
I brushed myself off and started down the mountain, wondering what

The hare thought a moment. “You know, we try to pretend we don’t know

adventures yet awaited in the lawless world of the Rodent Prince! ■

what death is for most of our lives. Once we understand what we’ve always
known about death, we hide from it. When death notices us, it gobbles us
up. Never gives us another thought.”
He sighed. “It’s enough to make you give up.”
“True enough,” I said, “except for two things.”
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“Two things?”
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“Yes. The first is meeting a friend, a kindred spirit, on the road.”
The rabbit glanced at me. “You mean that?”
“You bet I do.”
He turned his eyes back to the hairpin curves down the mountain road. I
could see he had tears in his eyes. “So, what’s the other thing?” he said.
“At the very last moment, I leap out of the truck and escape unharmed.”
“Humph,” he said. “I’m not sure. Is that believable?”
At that moment, I lurched, seizing control of the steering wheel. Though the
hare did in fact regain control, the truck careened this way and that, the
immense section of redwood trunk yearning to describe a different
trajectory than the cab. I leaped over him, pushed open the door, and hit the
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ister Green wasn’t old. Not old old. He couldn’t have been much
older than Evan’s mum, who had recently had a big party for her fortieth
birthday. It was only in his eyes that Mister Green looked old. In his eyes he
looked older than anyone had any right to be. Older than one hundred. Older
than two hundred. In his eyes, Evan thought, Mister Green looked ancient.
That Friday evening when Mister Green turned up at the front door carrying
flowers for Evan’s mum—arriving minutes after Sandra from next door who’d
agreed to babysit—that wasn’t Evan’s first encounter with the man. Oh no, he’d
seen him once before. Mister Green had stood outside the school gates three
weeks earlier. Again, a Friday. Evan remembered because it was the same day
he’d been given the special award in assembly for excellent English and had felt
cheated almost to the point of tears because it was only a useless, laminated A4
sheet whereas Asher Cole got an actual trophy for being good at football. Mister
Green had stood leaning on the railings in the midst of all the home-time bustle,
watching as people flooded out of the school gates. Evan could remember the
keen but casual way Mister Green had scrutinised each passing child’s face, as

if he were musing on the possibilities that particular boy or girl offered. Mister

Princess was Sandra-from-next-door’s little sister and her real name was Lexi.

Green had seemed particularly interested in the boys. Then, as Evan emerged,

She was only the Rabbit Princess when Evan was Skeleton Boy. They’d been

Mister Green had blinked twice and fixed his eyes on him. A smile had crept up

fighting crime together all morning, superhero style. Thwack! Pow! Now they sat

one side of his face. Mister Green had been wearing a dark grey suit and a blue

on the lawn in the June sunshine eating grapes and slices of watermelon Evan’s

dicky bow with white spots on it, and this plus the way he’d slicked his dark hair

mum had set out for them on a little plate.

back had made him look like he belonged to another era. To Evan, Mister Green
looked like he’d stepped out of one of those black and white movies his gran

“He probably wants your body.” Lexi pushed her glasses up on her nose. One of

loved. He was someone who didn’t belong, and even then, on that first encounter,

her bunny ears was bent. “He wants to inhabit it.”

Evan had been able to look into Mister Green’s eyes and see that the man had too
much knowledge.

“What do you mean?” Evan said, horrified.

“See you later, sweetie,” Evan’s mum said, bending and planting a kiss on his

“I’ll bet he’s found a way to move his consciousness from body to body. I bet he’s

forehead. “Don’t stay up too late.”

been doing that for hundreds and hundreds of years. It makes sense. How do you
think he got so rich? And didn’t your mum say he knows everything about

She moved towards the door, where Mister Green smiled and waited with one

everything. Right? It’s perfectly clear. You’re his next victim.”

arm cocked for her to link with, though Mister Green’s eyes were not for her.
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Mister Green only had eyes for Evan.

“Oh my gosh,” Evan said. “You really think so?”

“Wow,” Sandra said when the adults were gone. “Your new dad’s really

“There’s only one way to find out.”

handsome, and he drives a cool car, but there’s something creepy about him,
don’t you think? He’s like a vampire or something.”
“Shut up,” Evan said. “He’s not my new dad. And he never will be.”
•••

“What’s that?”
“You should test him,” Lexi said.
“Test him? How?”

Evan hadn’t seen his mother so happy since long before Dad left. One day he

“Ask him if he remembers the First World War. Or the day Titanic sank. Ask him

overheard her talking on the phone to one of her friends.

if he remembers caveman times. We don’t know how long he’s been doing this.”

“He’s like that kind of man I thought didn’t exist anymore, you know, a real

“It’s not fair! Why me? Why’s he chosen me? I’m a good boy.”

gentleman. And the best thing is—he’s absolutely loaded. Doesn’t even have to
work. You should see what kind of car he drives. And his house—oh my God! And

“Mister Green doesn’t give a flying duck how good you are Evan. He just wants a

he’s interesting, really interesting. He can talk about any subject under the sun.

body to take over.”

He seems to know everything about everything.”
“But what’ll happen to my consciousness when he does take me over? What’ll
•••
Evan asked the Rabbit Princess what she thought about Mister Green. The Rabbit

happen to me?”
Lexi shrugged and bit into a slice of watermelon. Juice ran down her chin. She
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wiped her free hand on the front of her Rapunzel dress. “I suppose you’ll just

suggested. When the day came, despite his mother’s pleas, he decided it was

be…” She fluttered one hand in the air. “Gone.”

safer to dress as Skeleton Boy, even going so far as to wear the skull mask.

•••

When they arrived at The Lanes, they found Mister Green waiting for them. He
leant against the wall by the entrance, raffishly puffing on one of the gold-tipped

A further week passed before Evan’s mum informed him that the following

cigarettes he smoked, which Evan’s mum said were called ‘Treasurers’ and cost

Saturday she and Mister Green would be taking Evan bowling. Except she didn’t

£50 a packet. Mister Green paled when he saw Evan dressed as Skeleton Boy, and

call him Mister Green anymore. Now she called him ‘Laird.’

Evan thought that was because the costume reminded him of the very thing he’d
been running from for who-knew-how-many years: death. How many times had

“Laird wants to get to know you, because you’re probably going to be seeing a lot

Mister Green escaped death by transferring his consciousness into another

more of each other,” she said. “It’ll be fun, right?”

body? Maybe for a moment Mister Green had thought Evan was The Grim Reaper

“What the heck kind of name is Laird?” Evan asked.
“It’s Scottish,” Evan’s mother said. Then with a little laugh, she added, “It means
lord of the land.”
“Is that who he thinks he is?” Evan said. “Does he think he’s lord of the land?”
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Evan’s mother laughed. “It’s just a name, honey.”
“How old is he anyway?”

come to claim his soul at last. But then Evan’s mum yanked the mask off Evan’s
head, and Evan shrank against her side under the glare of Mister Green’s smile.
“Are we ready to have some fun, Evan?” Mister Green said.
“I’m not Evan. I’m Skeleton Boy.”
Mister Green frowned, and glanced at Evan’s mum. Evan’s mum made a hopeless
gesture.
Once the game began, Evan noted that Mister Green scored a strike every time he
bowled.

“What do you mean? He’s forty-one.”

Evan narrowed his eyes at him. “You’re good. You must have had a lot of

“No, I mean how old is he really?”

practice.”

Evan’s mother shook her head. “I think he looks quite youthful.”
Evan screwed up his face. “Haven’t you looked in his eyes? Huh? Huh?”
His mother, though, was no longer listening. She hummed along with a song on
the radio.

“I’ve played a few rounds,” Mister Green said.
“What year were you born?” Evan said. Then as Mister Green hesitated, he
quickly added, “Do you remember the moon landing?”
Mister Green laughed. “How old do you think I am, Evan? Sorry—Skeleton Boy.”

•••
On the one hand, Evan was dreading Saturday; but another part of him realised
it would be an opportunity to interrogate Mister Green just as Lexi had

“Did you watch it on TV? The moon landing, that is?”
“We all did,” Mister Green said. He winked at Evan’s mum. “I remember it well. It
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was very exciting.”

“Come with me.”

“Ha!” Evan leapt up from the bench. “But you were only one year old. How could

Getting to her feet, she began moving along the width of the back fence, careful

you remember that?”

to stay out of sight of the adults. Behind the fatsia bush in the far corner, Evan and
Lexi had removed a few of the slats in the fence that separated each of their

“Well, I…” Mister Green looked at Evan’s mum, in concern this time.

gardens so that they were able to crawl through and play together whenever they
liked. Lexi’s garden was not as well-kept as Evan’s, and it was full of junk from her

“You just bowled your first gutterball, my friend,” Evan said. He launched a

dad’s car workshop. But near the house there was a hutch where she kept her two

couple of uppercuts in Mister Green’s direction. “Sock! Whammo!”

guinea pigs, Sparky and Princess Buttercup. Lexi stared through the wire at the

Evan’s mother ran a hand through his hair then crouched to look concernedly into
his face. “Evan, sweetie, what’s got into you?” Evan looked beyond her at Mister
Green. Mister Green glared back at Evan through narrowed eyes. His lips were
pressed together to make a thin, white line.

two rodents. They were huddled together at the back of the hutch as if they knew
something was being decided about their futures. Then, appearing to come to a
conclusion, Lexi opened the hutch door and reached inside.
“Take Sparky,” she said, holding out a brown, black and white fluffball to
Evan. “Then you go and tell Mister Green you want to talk to him in private for

•••
The following Sunday, Evan’s mum threw a garden party. She invited some of the

a moment.”
“What? Alone?”

neighbours, a couple of her colleagues from work, and of course Mister Green.
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Skeleton Boy and the Rabbit Princess crouched behind the rose bushes at the

“No, listen to me, this is good. When you’re alone with him, he’ll try to switch his

end of the lawn and took in proceedings. It had not gone unnoticed how, when

consciousness into your body. But at the last moment, you do this.” Holding

Mister Green arrived, the first thing he’d done was look around and then say to

Sparky in her two hands, Lexi thrust the guinea pig into Evan’s face making Evan

Evan’s mum, “Where’s the kid?”

rear back. “Instead of going into you, Mister Green’s consciousness will go into
Sparky. He’ll be trapped inside Sparky forever! Well, until Sparky dies of course.”

“So he’s looking for you,” Lexi said. “Maybe today’s the day.”
Evan bit his lip. “I don’t know. I’m not sure that’s going to work. And I feel bad for
“Now that we know who he is, and what he’s up to,” Evan said. “What’re we going

poor old Sparky!”

to do about it?”
“It’s like Mrs. Shields at school says, Evan—it’s always better in any situation to
“He’s choosing his moment,” Lexi said. “He wants to get you alone so he can

take the initiative. What’re you going to do, wait around until Mister Green

swap his consciousness into your body. You must never be alone with him, Evan.”

corners you and suddenly you’re just a consciousness floating around and he’s

“He’ll get me eventually,” Evan said. “Mum’s totally smitten with him. They might
even get married. We need a plan.”
Lexi was silent for a time. Then she said, “I know!”

using your body? Is that really what you want to happen? Is it?”
•••
Crawling back through the hole in the fence, the two children returned to Evan’s
garden. Evan’s heart beat fast, and the air seemed to catch in his chest every time

“What?” Evan said. “What? What?”

he took a breath. He’d thought he might cry, but then Lexi slapped him on the
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shoulder and said, “Come on, Skeleton Boy. You can do this.” In the fold of one

“What about?”

arm, he carried Sparky. So as not to arouse suspicion, Lexi carried Princess
Buttercup. “He might realise what you’re up to if he sees you with Sparky,” she’d

“Something important. That right, Evan?”

said before they left her garden. “This way it’ll look like we’re just playing with the
guinea pigs. Showing them off.”

“Yes.”

The party was still going strong. Mister Green presided over the barbecue.

“Oh. All righty,” Evan’s mum said, looking bewildered.

“Cute guineas,” he said when he saw the children approaching from the end of

“You know I understand you might have some concerns,” Mister Green said as he

the yard. He looked closer at the bundles they carried in their arms. “Shelties,

followed Evan inside through the conservatory doors. “Seeing your mother and I

aren’t they?”

getting closer. But, I promise you, I’m not trying to replace your father. I just hope
we can get along, that’s all.”

“Wow, Mister Green,” Lexi said, “is there anything you don’t know about?”
Before Mister Green could answer, she added: “It’s amazing that one person

They entered the living room. It seemed gloomy in there, compared to outside.

could accumulate so much knowledge about everything.”

Evan glanced towards the window. He could hear laughter and voices from
outside, but the party seemed a long way away. He wondered where Lexi was.

Mister Green looked confused, and perhaps a little hurt. Lexi nudged Evan in the
back with her elbow, then drifted away to show Princess Buttercup off to an old
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lady from the hospital where Evan’s mum worked.
“Um… Mister Green,” Evan said. “May I speak with you please? Alone.”

Mister Green perched on the arm of the sofa. “Well?”
Evan placed himself before Mister Green. He forced himself to look into Mister
Green’s ice-blue, old man’s eyes. He felt as if he could see it in there, all that
knowledge, all the things Mister Green had learned in his multiple lifetimes, all

Mister Green sharpened his gaze. Did he suspect a trap? “What about, son?”

the faces Mister Green had known.

“Ah… there’s just something I’d like to talk to you about. In private.”

“And all those Tuesdays,” Evan said.

“Isn’t it better if you talk to your mother, Evan?” Mister Green said. “If I leave now

Mister Green shifted on the arm of the sofa. “I’m sorry?”

these sausages are going to burn.”
Evan came to his senses. “I don’t like Tuesdays.”
“It’s important,” Evan said.
Mister Green smiled. “That’s what you brought me here to tell me? You don’t like
Mister Green let out his breath. “All right.” He waved to Evan’s mum who came

Tuesdays?”

over and took the barbecue tongs from him.
“No, I…” Evan forced himself to gaze into Mister Green’s eyes again. It made him
“What’s going on?”

feel giddy. It was the same feeling he’d had that one time his father had taken him
on a Ferris wheel and he’d looked down from the top, past his dangling feet, at all

“Evan and I are going inside for a minute, to have a little chit-chat.”

that empty space. He saw Mister Green’s expression change then. His eyes had at
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first narrowed before opening wide. It was as if his whole face opened up, and

“She’s mean now,” Lexi said. “She wasn’t mean before. She bites. And Sparky

Evan realised suddenly that it was happening. Right then, it was happening!

keeps trying to make babies with her.”

Panic flooded his body, and he tried to get his two hands around Sparky but
Sparky wriggled away and burrowed deep into the crook of his arm. Mister Green

“Oh my gosh,” Evan said.

had leant forward over Evan, his face all dreamy-like, and Evan found he couldn’t
turn away. His eyes were locked with Mister Green’s! Desperately, he sought to
get a grip on Sparky, but it was as if Sparky somehow realised what was going on
and he wriggled and pushed his nose deeper into the space between Evan’s arm
and ribcage and Evan couldn’t get a firm hold on him. His head began to feel
light, and there they were—Mister Green’s thoughts and memories beginning to

Lexi turned to look at him. “Is your mum still sad?”
“She’ll get over it.”
“What did the doctors think happened to Mister Green?”

invade his mind!

“Brain aneurysm.”

Then he felt something crash against his side, knocking him sideways so that he

“What’s an annie-ur-issim?”

fell to the carpet. He saw two small, pale, dirt-streaked arms cross his vision and
at the end of them was an almond-coloured ball of fur. It was Princess Buttercup!

“Not sure.”

And the arms holding her belonged to Lexi. Lexi must have been hiding
somewhere, watching. At the last moment, Lexi must have run into the room and

“Well, at least we know the truth. That he was trying to take over your body.”

thrust Princess Buttercup into Mister Green’s face. Mister Green made a loud
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anguished sound, but it was too late! He was now looking into the eyes of

“I wonder what he’s thinking about.” Evan made to move his face closer to the

Princess Buttercup instead of Evan’s! As Evan watched, horrified, Mister Green

cage, but Lexi pulled him back.

made a drawn-out rattling sound, his arms flailed as if he were trying to grab
hold of something, then his body folded in on itself and, as Lexi leapt backwards,

“Don’t,” she said. “Holy crap-monkeys, you’re lucky to have me watching out for

he tumbled forward to the floor.

you, Skeleton Boy.”

Lexi stood wide-eyed, holding Princess Buttercup at arm’s length. Evan switched

Evan laughed. “It’s true. Every superhero needs a sidekick.”

his eyes between her and the curled form at her feet.
“You did it!” he said. “You saved me!”

“What?” Lexi gazed into his face for a long moment. Her face darkened. “I just
saved the mother-puffin day, and I’m the sidekick?” ■

•••
Evan and Lexi gazed in through the wire on the front of the hutch. Inside, the
Guinea pig stood frozen, glaring back at them.
“You really think he’s in there?” Evan said. “You really think Mister Green’s inside
Princess Buttercup?”

Tim Jeffreys' short fiction has appeared in Supernatural Tales, Not One of
Us, The Alchemy Press Book of Horrors 2 & 3, and Nightscript, among various
other publications. His novella, Holburn, a ghost story set in an exclusive
girl school, will be published by Manta Press in August, 2022. Follow his
progress at www.timjeffreys.blogspot.co.uk.
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he year was 2027 and, much to the shame of the community, Hipple
Elementary in Des Moines, Iowa, was the only public school left in the United
States that had not yet suffered a mass shooting. From June 14, 2023 to
November 27, 2025, what became known as the ‘N. R. Plague’ reared and spread
with violent urgency—an unsanctioned national project of sorts, racing to
consecrate every school in the country with massacre. And somehow, no one
could explain why, this wallflower of a red brick building dodged the whole
woeful trend.
NPR came through town on a non-caucus year (unheard of) and did a spot:
‘One School Left Behind.’ When the attention failed to draw bloody incident,
some in the community rejoiced but many felt deflated, unable to rationalize
why their school had to be different. The PTA had banked on the story
bringing tragedy. Surely being the only untarnished school left in the land of
the free would attract the worst that American liberty offers. Wouldn’t
someone (or a number of someones) crave the notoriety earned by dabbing
the last square for a blackout on the nation’s bingo card?

At their September meeting, ideas got tossed around—notions running the

something already present and dangerous in him.

gamut of insipid to seemingly viable. The Treasurer, who taught third grade math,
demonstrated red and white bullseye targets for students, to be worn front and

When everybody around the pushed-together tables set their phones down,

back during recess. The one dad in the group suggested arming the school’s

acting President Stacey Runker knew she’d just become a lame duck. This was

autistic kids and just, you know, waiting for the inevitable. Another idea: start a

just the sort of forward-thinking she herself lacked. Nothing thought up during

ComeShootUs page offering cash monies for the legal defense of any nut aspiring

the worst of her three A.M. worries came anywhere close to this.

to infamy.
In the library they had the tools necessary to start fulfilling their agenda straight
In the end, it was the new PTA Secretary, Meg Hobsbawm, who made all

away. Crowding around a school iPad, they drew up the state’s sex offender registry

gathered see they’d been thinking about this too hard. Mother of a first grader,

and did a search for men living just beyond the mandated radius of Hipple.

this was her first year of involvement. Already she had them wooed with the
hypoallergenic scotcharoos she brought to every meeting (made safe by

“He shouldn’t be black,” Stacey said and blanched. She placed a hand on Mr.

swapping peanut butter—the one thing you simply could not bring near a

Shpak’s shoulder. “No offense, Mr. Shpak.”

school—for sunflower butter). She even provided back-to-school-themed
napkins and a spatula/pizza-cutter combo utensil, sparing them from having to
lick the chocolate off their fingers, though they did that anyway.
Meg smiled often but only ever mouth-closed, pushing her lower lip up and
bowing the corners wide. Everybody knew this was because of her black tooth, a
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“None taken.”
“It’s just the tragedy’ll be, like, that much more if it’s white-on-white.”
“I get you,” the PE teacher said. “I get you.”

shortened, dead incisor in the top row. Its decay, rotten blunt as the nib on a

There weren’t enough black sex offenders in the area to choose from anyway.

chisel-tip Sharpie, could be glimpsed on hard consonants. No one knew why it

They scrolled through thumbnails of broken-looking men in out-of-fashion

went unfixed when it clearly caused her shame. No one was rude enough to ask.

glasses with hairstyles too long or too short until Meg halted her finger.

The most popular rumor was that perhaps, just maybe, her ex-husband was a
dentist and letting the tooth die was her lasting revenge. No one knew if her ex-

“This’s him,” she declared. “This’s our Shooter in Residence.”

husband was a dentist, of course. They all knew each other, but they didn’t know
each other.

Justin James Deknoblough had itty-bitty squinny eyes and a mouth cinched shut.
His shaved head suggested latent, if not manifest, white nationalism. He’d

Meg’s winning idea?

assaulted female relatives under the age of ten.

A Shooter in Residence.

“Meg,” Stacey said, “there’re so many candidates. We should be vetting, we
should be—”

“Our problem,” Meg explained from within her wimple of swooping red hair, “is
one of branding.”

“That is our shooter, and I am sure of his potential,” Meg commanded. “Mr.
Shpak, jot down his address. I need to be on his stoop with a tray of scotcharoos

She explained it would be an honor, this residency, bestowed upon some hapless

tomorrow afternoon at the latest.”

loser harboring delusions of grandeur. He’d need to feel cheated. He’d need to
see himself as disenfranchised. Their grant of coached vengeance would fulfil

Logistically, the plan was extremely simple once alighting upon who should do
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what. Amassing the gear for wholesale murder was as easy as attending a

“Mr. Deknoblough,” she said with the honeysuckle drizzle of two-faced

fairgrounds gun show and placing some orders online. Meg left those details to

affection. She raised one finger to her lips to cover her decayed tooth. “Why

the other parents and teachers. Her own role required greater dedication and

don’t you just invite me in?”

vision. She was the one who had to beguile Justin James Deknoblough into
doing the PTA’s bidding.

Justin James Deknoblough let her in—not only that afternoon, but every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon for the next five months. If he had friends, he

It turned out there was no stoop at Justin James Deknoblough’s little grey house.

would have described this to them as an affair, his first real relationship with a
grown woman since he was fourteen.

There was a screened-in porch.
For Meg it was grooming.
Balancing a tray of sunflower butter scotcharoos, Meg let herself in, nearly tripping
on a leash left on the outside-in carpet. Cautious even with the absence of frenzied

She experienced some measure of pity for the man, her efforts to manipulate

barking, she knocked on the inner door. When it opened, she found the man with

the failure of his life being so eagerly lapped up. When she aggrandized the

the chipmunk eyes and shiny head. Behind him, the German Shepherd’s tail-

public hate he’d earn, he bayed revenge at the society that already shunned and

wagging how-do-you-do let her know the canine would be no trouble.

punished him for what he deemed his God’s-honest sexual preference. When
she quizzed him on the residency’s consequences, he spoke of completing
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“Don’t worry ’bout Rosie,” Justin James Deknoblough said in a clipped voice.

something started years ago that was bigger than everybody involved—this

“She’s my therapy dog. Nothin but love.”

crossing off of every school in the country with wholesale violence.

“I can see that she’s a lover not a fighter!”

His only trepidation, often voiced tenderly after she manually relieved him, had
to do with what, in the aftermath, would become of his dog. Each time he

“What can I do ya for?”

brought it up, Meg promised to take Rosie.

“Mr. Deknoblough—”

They had dates at a quarry—the pooch cowering in the truck while her owner

“It’s De-NAH-blow actually.”
“De-nah-BLOW?” She approximated a girlish giggle. “Like blow-them-allaway?”
“De-NAH-blow.”

acquainted himself with spraying bullets with a bump-stock. They also scouted
out Hipple every now and again. Staring down the school while giving him a
handy, Meg would narrate what he’d go in and do in the past tense of a Dateline
voiceover. She provided him with diagrams on jam-clearing, architectural
layouts of the building, photos of faculty who might give him trouble. She
reminded him in late night texts how the good people of America would never
forgive him for his past crimes even though he’d done his time and complied

“My name’s Meg Hobsbawm,” she said. “I’ve been sent to talk with you about

with the judge’s orders. For his part, he seemed to break down nicely.

an exciting proposition from the PTA at Hipple Elementary School.”
All the while, she kept the PTA abreast of her progress. The others fulfilled their
His little squinny eyes bulged. “Oh, oh, I’m sorry, ma’am. I made sure to make

duties, investing in weaponry and gear well within the annual budget. Not only

sure the house is proper distance from any schools. My parole officer, she—”

had they cooperated in a true parent/teacher alliance, they did so with fiscal
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responsibility. The December bake sale covered ammunition costs all on its

Honestly, if she’d known this was going to fall into her lap like this, she could

own. No one could come along later and accuse them of splurging.

have taken care of it the previous autumn. That broken idiot wasted the better
part of a school year, not that this was really the time to get hung up on woulda-

On the morning of Friday, March 13, Meg sat in her self-driving SUV in the

coulda-shoulda.

school parking lot waiting for her shooter’s janky old truck to barrel into the
turnaround. Her nerves were ecstatic with anticipation. Soon as he went in,

Determined to look sexy for the witness accounts, she tied her mane back into

she was to ride to his little grey house and get Rosie out before the authorities

a poofy ponytail, brought out her heart-shaped locket, and pulled up the skull-

descended. Then she’d ride back to the school in time to show up crying,

grin lower-face-mask. Death herself in the lightbulb-rimmed mirror. Mascara

calling her daughter’s name for the cameras.

next—being a redhead, she had those white-yellow lashes that needed some
definition if her eyes were going to pop on TV. If they caught her, she’d stand

Two minutes to the appointed hour, her phone rang.

out in the pantheon of this brand of massacre. Not your stereotypical,
predictable, bowl-cut mama’s boy.

“Listen, Meg,” he mumbled at the other end.
Knowing her daughter had second lunch, Meg Hobsbawm kicked the bar on the
“No, you listen to me, Justin James Deknoblough.” She spat his name, flecking

cafeteria door and levelled the rifle, determined to make Hipple Elementary

the wheel with spit. “You’ve got five minutes to get your ass down here and be

just like everywhere else. ■

a man. I’ve invested far too much for you to go chicken shit on me now.”
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She wasn’t one hundred percent sure, talking over him, but the gargled words
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she caught sounded something like, “Can’t hurt them kids no more…”
“So you’re just gonna be a pussy about it, are ya?”
She checked her screen but couldn’t figure out if he’d hung up.
“Pussy!”
She checked again. He was gone.
Refusing to lose, she resorted to the old maxim about taking things into thine
own hands.
She slinked into the school wearing the cammo catsuit worn in solidarity with
their would-be killer and made her way to the auditorium dressing room where
the PTA stashed the massacre kit under lock and key. Decking herself out, she
attached extra clips to her belt—each modified to hold extra rounds—and
loaded the AR-15 just like she’d trained numbnuts to, thanks to the Internet.

S.G. Ellerhoff holds a PhD in English from Trinity College Dublin and is
currently an editor at Tsunami Press. He is the author of Mole (Reaktion
Books, Animal Series, 2020) and Post-Jungian Psychology and the Short
Stories of Ray Bradbury and Kurt Vonnegut (Routledge, 2016). He also
co-edited George Saunders: Critical Essays (Palgrave Macmillan, 2017)
and Exploring the Horror of Supernatural Fiction: Ray Bradbury’s Elliott
Family (Routledge, 2020). Find out more at www.sgellerhoff.com.

FALL 2022 FEATURE
e are very happy to bring you a none in the realm of speculative fiction,
special interview with Steve Gronert even though the ‘archetypal framework’
Ellerhoff, PhD, good friend, past (and we lends itself so well to analyzing fiction with
hope, future) contributor, and author of supernatural,

fantasy,

or

futuristic

“Shooter in Residence,” which appears elements. I highly recommend your book,
in this issue of Granfalloon. We sat down Post-Jungian Psychology and the Short
with Steve at 10265 Cheviot Drive, CA, Stories of Ray Bradbury and Kurt
the address Ray Bradbury used to once Vonnegut (London: Routledge, 2016) to
call home—the original house having all our readers. So, after that very long
been demolished years ago, naturally, to preamble, please tell us briefly about how
make way for a brand new, fully your study came about and how it took
equipped iHouse™. The iHouse™ was shape.
kind enough to allow us to sit on the curb
without unleashing its coterie of high- A: Gosh, you’re very kind to ask about
powered (high caliber) security features my academic work. Thank you! It all
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about
through
writing
upon us, provided we ‘played nice’ (part came
of its tourist-friendly A.I. protocols, no speculative fiction. I’d just drafted
doubt). For ambience, the iHouse™ kindly Time’s Laughingstocks, a novel about
provided us with a backdrop of a burning time travel, when, on a bench one
library, all virtual of course (no books afternoon in Portland’s South Park
were harmed in the making of this Blocks, I read Carl Jung’s essay
interview)! Below, presented in full for “Psychology of the Child Archetype.”
your reading pleasure, is the text of the The hair on my arms stood on end
interview conducted by our very own because everything Jung talks about
there had just poured out of me into
Fiona Chew-McLeod…
that novel. That book played some
Q: Having read some of your academic beautiful tricks on me as I wrote it, so

work, I’d like to mention how refreshing it finding some theoretical explanation of
was for me to delve into your unique and those tricks brought a feeling of
visionary post-Jungian literary analysis connection to the vast, rambling
of the short stories of Kurt Vonnegut and endeavor of human mythmaking. From
Ray Bradbury. I’ve come across such there I wanted to learn more about
analyses of classic literature before, but where myths come from, how they find
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expression, and hopefully define how writers who are no longer with us. We

but you’re not certain what; you take a Soft Rains” (who hasn’t?). His house

fiction fulfills a need for myth in writers can barely keep Octavia Butler on the

moment or two and realize there’s a has routines but no real consciousness.

and readers. Vonnegut and Bradbury shelf, for instance. As far as that goes, I

whole mess of morel mushrooms With what became “The House,” I got

seemed obvious choices due to their see plenty of readers looking to the

growing around you and you’re going to stuck on an idea of a “smart home” that

popularity in their own time, as well as writers of yesterday who speculated

eat well that night. Getting those bits has limited consciousness (like us) and

their use of fantastic tropes and motifs. about life in the twenty-first century to

arising from the unconscious down on can’t compute what to do when the

Short stories appealed because they make sense of what’s going on. People

paper starts the process of finding out couple living in it are in a toxic

offer

stories come in cooing about how oracular

if a story’s there. I believe stories know relationship. The image of the house

‘Buddhist Butler was. Also we’re finally seeing

more than we do but they need us in luring the husband down the coal chute

quick,

(Vonnegut

encapsulated

called

them

catnaps’) and astonishing variety. I was more
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diversity among

of

order to manifest. I’m rubbish at giving to kill him would not leave me alone.

lucky to have my hope to study all of speculative fiction, so there’s excite-

advice, but I’ll say that if a character or But why would the house do something

this championed by Philip Coleman at ment

and

a scene or image is gnawing at you, that horrible? Ultimately, I don’t have a

Trinity College Dublin, and from there I perspectives previously ignored or,

paying attention to it will draw definitive answer for that (limited

set to work. The book published by worse, erased. So I see this mini-

something out. And if you keep at it consciousness here), but my hunch is

Routledge is basically my PhD thesis renaissance having three currents:

until it’s no longer gnawing—and that’s that the people who programmed the

with some revision here and there.

the hard part—you might have yourself house

about

writers

representation

escapism from the present, rootedness

in the present (opposites!), and a
Q: In recent years, speculative fiction has conscious movement toward equity.
been gaining in popularity and Ripe conditions for mythmaking.

experiencing somewhat of a minirenaissance. What factor(s) do you think Q: As an academic and speculative fiction
might be driving this?

author, what is your approach to writing a

successful short story or novel/novella?
A: Well, one of my hats is being a book Are there any specific or ‘special
clerk at Tsunami Books, an indie ingredients’ required? Please walk us
bookstore in Eugene, Oregon, so I get to through your creative process. Do you
talk with a lot of readers in my have any advice you can give to aspiring
community on a regular basis. I’m speculative fiction authors out there?
hearing a lot of desire to find oneself
lifted up and out of the maelstrom of A: For me it comes down to intuition. If
life in the 2020s (pandemic/politics/ narrative elements rise up in my
discrimination/war/misinformation/ imagination and linger or attract my
finances/housing), so at least for the attention, I try to look at them closely
moment there’s desire for good ole with all of my senses to find out what’s
escapism. But there’s also a desire to going on. It’s like when you’re out in the
become rooted in wisdom provided by forest and your eyes catch something

a real story.

to

serve

and

protect

its

inhabitants probably didn’t know what

to do about intimate partner terrorism
Q: Now, let’s switch gears and talk a bit themselves, so why should the house?
about your work that’s appeared in I’m glad you bring up “A Rocky
Granfalloon this year. The first was the Marriage,” by the way, because it’s
wonderful
Bradbury-esque
short, tapping into archetypes too. Houses
entitled “The House,” which was and cars are archetypal and can be

published in the Spring, 2022 issue. Can profoundly numinous given our
you tell us a bit about that story and the relationships to them. That was my
themes (& archetypes) you explored in instinct in calling the story “The
it? (Actually, we’ve published a story with House.” A wealth of meanings and
a somewhat similar theme in this issue, associations are present in that alone.
called “A Rocky Marriage,” by Phil
Temples, in a nutshell, without spoilers, Q: Moving on to your most recent story
about a man, a house, and his appearing in Granfalloon, you’ve
mentioned that you received some
neighbor’s car—see pg. 74).
negative
feedback
from
editors
A: Granfalloon helped me finish that regarding “Shooter in Residence” (see
story, and I’m grateful for it. I’ve long pg. 48 in this issue). Could you talk
admired Bradbury’s “There Will Come briefly about the challenges you faced
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finding a journal that would publish it?

ducks, every last one of us. If folks find

him and a ballerina down. Many people an arms manufacturer suggested using an

“Shooter in Residence” in poor taste,

have read “Harrison Bergeron” literally, automated drone, a “designated shooter”

A: It’s been a journey to publication for that’s fine by me. Really, it is. What I find
“Shooter in Residence.” I thought your tasteless is our collective acceptance of

taking at face value its absurd depiction if you will, to protect schools in the future.

acceptance email was a prank at first the ongoing, unobstructed massacre of
because in the past I’d had some editors people by people using firearms in the

perverse aim at establishing a level when we saw that headline, we obviously

school me on satire and how I failed to United States of America.
understand it. One said, “This story

everybody takes my rights away” your story. It seems the proposal of a

really made us feel uncomfortable in a Q: You mentioned that you drew

William F. Buckley missed that when he jerk reaction to everything these days, but

way that satire doesn’t cover.” But then inspiration for “Shooter in Residence”
today I was looking through the from Vonnegut’s “Harrison Bergeron.”
rejections (seventy-one over four years) Can you elaborate on this a little bit?

reprinted the story in National Review. is more technology and more weaponry

and found some who called the story
‘daring’ and said they appreciated it but The influence is unabashedly present

comes through its cartoonish tone is A: It’s chilling. “Just throw another gun
how ridiculous it all is. Take a step back at the gun problem, but make it more

feared their readers wouldn’t. So, heck. from the first sentence, where I took the

and

I’m reticent to say much because the syntax

of

Vonnegut’s

opening

of

different readers. The thing that really so and so, and...”—and from there
strikes me about it is that in order for it sallied forth in a new direction. Little
to have even come to me, conditions in nods to our literary grandparents
the world around me had to be pretty matter. Call it an invocation. But yes,
awful. It’s no mistake this story came to that

story

an American writer and not a writer anthologized

has
and,

playing field—the old “giving rights to couldn’t help but immediately think of
bullroar. Even the allegedly brilliant ‘technological solution’ is always the knee-

story says a great many things to “Harrison Bergeron”—”The year was
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of people being “handicapped” in some The suggestion was later withdrawn, but

been
to

so

widely

my

eyes,

from any other country in the world. Of understood in naive ways much of the

Interesting things occur, however, when really the answer?
we don’t take its imagery literally. What

story cinematic, like, with the gun on, like, a
indicates that people’s fears of losing drone and stuff.” Can you tell I hate
their liberty through its extension to all guns? I don’t think more technology will
something

about

the

are stupid, clownish, preposterous. stop the killing. In his book A Terrible
Americans given to such fears, always Love of War, archetypal psychologist
moaning about their rights being taken James Hillman talks about how the only
away, are the same ones gloating today country that ever rejected guns
over the Supreme Court overturning wholeheartedly was Japan. And that was
Roe v. Wade this summer, an act that after they’d gone gun crazy in the 16th

course I’m grateful that you are time. In it, an apparently gifted young

actually tore liberties away from citizens century, proliferating new firearms
across vast swaths of the nation. technologies left and right. When they

publishing it and your doing so fulfills man is laden, per government dictate,

“Harrison

the only prediction I ever made: with weights and garish costumery to,
“Shooter in Residence” would only find as it were, negate and neutralize his
a home in a publication outside the giftedness.

The

future

America

USA. There’s so much fear here around presented is one where equality is
upsetting the people we used to refer to wrought

by

“handicapping”

traits

the reopened to trade with the world in 1853,
problem of letting ourselves be the guns were all gone and even the
governed by people’s dumbest, basest word for them had been forgotten.
worries. From that, I draw some Hillman thought their disappearance
Bergeron”

reveals

immeasurable variety of inspiration.

had to do with what Japanese culture
valued. Guns were seen as cowardly

as ‘gun nuts.’ A slice of our population perceived as exceptional. As his parents

Q: The tragedy in Uvalde, TX this year weapons, inferior to the sword, which

in this nation has amassed personal watch Harrison disrupt a ballet on TV

shocked the entire world, and yet, one of bore ancestral significance and an

arsenals while most of the rest of us and rebel against the status quo by

the headlines that appeared almost elegant aesthetic. “Guns were never

don’t even have a gun. So there’s lots of declaring himself Emperor, the US

immediately after the mass shooting was banned in Japan,” he writes, “they

tiptoeing. Meanwhile we’re all sitting Handicapper General pops up and guns

a very ‘technical’/technological solution— simply faded away.” I don’t see that
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happening here though. Too many be that these visionaries are making

A: Well, thank you again. Like I said book I’m doing called Jung and the

Americans find beauty in firearms. the unconscious conscious. They’re

before, some disagree and that’s just as Mythology of Star Wars. That’s been a

John Lennon criticized the American dipping into what isn’t known and

well. Isn’t that a mark of satire? Doesn’t it great joy to work on. And then there’s a

adoration of guns in the Beatles’ song bringing it forth. They may be doing

always rub some people the wrong way? novel I’ve been writing for four years. It’s

“Happiness Is a Warm Gun.” He lifted this

imagination,

If it rubs no one the wrong way, what is it? not speculative fiction, but it’s certainly

the title from an article in a magazine whereby one directly engages figures

Satire is a mode of criticism that isn’t thematically related to “The House.” It

put out by the NRA. He was murdered, or

or

polite. It cuts through our niceties and it takes place during the Trump years in

of course, by a guy who used one on daydreaming. They might do this after

does so for any number of reasons. And Portland, Oregon, and is in some ways a

him.

experiencing visions, which some-

it does seem to dovetail nicely with love song to that city. A terribly sad love

times happens to human beings (from

speculative fiction. All dystopian stories song. So now it’s just a matter of

Q: From Asimov’s ‘vehicles with robot what I’ve read it sounds like Philip K.
brains’ to Bradbury’s ‘seashell’ earbuds Dick experienced some of this,
(and we could probably come up with especially with the pink beam of light

come out of some disgust with the way finishing these two books. I can’t see

through
images

active
out

of

dreams

umpteen other examples), how can we he perceived visiting him). They might
think about science fiction as a predictor even draw it out via intuition. It may
or ‘harbinger’ of the future? Could we also be that these people are just
perhaps understand it with the help of particularly sensitive to what’s around
Jungian concepts? Or is it just random? the corner. They may be able to read
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How should we interpret the ability of the writing on the wall, so to speak,
science fiction to sometimes ‘predict’ the extrapolating

outcomes

from

a

future? (I’m not saying all sci-fi authors plethora of indicators the rest of us
have made great prognostications, but if wouldn’t notice. Going back to Butler,
not spot on, many of the best authors look at her picking up on a resurgence
have come pretty close with some of their of the slogan “Make America Great
Again” in Parable of the Talents. That
predictions).

things are or threaten to be. Bradbury’s anything beyond them, and that’s rather
little tale “The Pedestrian” came out of invigorating. Here’s hoping I change
an unpleasant experience he and a enough from writing them to be able
friend

had

with

a

police

officer then to dream up books I can’t fathom

demanding to know what they were right now.
doing out at night; they were on a walk.
Writers are odd. Present them with a We’re forced to conclude the interview
horrible aspect of reality and they’ll fight here, since it seems the iHouse™ wants
it by telling a story. It’s good to find out its lawn chairs back, and it’s turned the
what stories we’re living by though. Jung sprinklers on to get rid of us! Thank you
got to middle age and realized he didn’t very much for making the time for this
know what myth he was living, what his highly informative interview, Steve. We
story was. He encouraged people to work learned a lot from this exchange, and we
on figuring that out for themselves on an appreciate your candor. Until next
individual basis. Maybe writers can help time... ■

book was published in 1998, but it’s got
A: It’s a curious phenomenon, right? 2016 written all through it. Ultimately
How is it these writers envision this prescience is mysterious. I’m just

with that. If the story we live by is that

aspects of life in the near future? grateful we’ve got some seers in our
Maybe even the distant future? Some midst, whatever the mechanics may be.

There’s way better stories out there—and

happiness is a warm gun, for instance,
we’re

inviting

perpetual

massacre.

in here—to live by.

think Poe anticipated Einstein’s theory
of relativity in his long prose poem Q: Satire is an ‘ingredient’ we frequently
titled Eureka. Like you say, we can encounter in speculative fiction. We

Q: Can you tell us a bit about what you

point to lots of examples. If we wanted certainly see it in your work, and you use

creative writing projects?

have on tap in terms of your future

to think about it in a Jungian way, I it brilliantly! Can you talk a bit about the
think the most obvious thought would power of satire in speculative fiction?

Cheers for asking. There’s the academic

S.G. Ellerhoff holds a PhD in English from Trinity
College Dublin and is currently an editor at
Tsunami Press. He is the author of Mole (Reaktion
Books, Animal Series, 2020) and Post-Jungian
Psychology and the Short Stories of Ray Bradbury and
Kurt Vonnegut (Routledge, 2016). He also co-edited
George Saunders: Critical Essays (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2017) and Exploring the Horror of
Supernatural Fiction: Ray Bradbury’s Elliott Family
(Routledge, 2020). To find out more about Steve’s
work, please visit www.sgellerhoff.com.
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told myself for years that solitude was good for my writing. I told
myself the increased amounts of sex I sought out was a relief mechanism
for post-stress. I told myself networking, and expense accounts were
suitable for my military fieldwork.
Yet none of it was worth a wooden nickel when I needed a friend because
I had no friends. Because I had only secrets. I had only air force
subordinates. I had only girls offering their bodies like pagan rituals in the
forest. You cannot have friends and secrets. So, I had to make a choice.
Secrets, sex, Salem cigarettes, and silver label bottles of farmer’s
medicine are what I chose. Nearly everything I did I called medicine to
ward off mental illness. Even the violence against suspects. Even the
violence against men abusing women in a public setting. Even the violence

against neo-Nazis and communists.

who read too much Rumi and only get laid on birthdays. If you are cursed with
this condition but blessed with women, you use flowers to cure cancer. It’s a

I told myself I was in complete control. Brass knuckles and bare fists were

fragrant delight, but highly likely you will die in pain someplace alone.

counted as a measure of restraint versus using my gun. I convinced myself
righteous anger was permissible to protect my military family. I whispered to

Some say there is strength in solitude and view dependence as a version of

myself periodic HIV tests were because I forgot to wear condoms, not because

weakness. I reject this type of thinking since it fails to consider our reliance on

I had blood routinely splashed in my face from beating up people.

water and food, making us human and healthy. Ignoring these vital
requirements is dumb, dangerous, and ultimately disastrous.

I told myself the things necessary to put on that uniform, pledge allegiance to
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the flag and run into a fight, never fearing it could be my last day. I had no

I say people with respect issues propagate loneliness as a form of

friends by choice. I had no love by choice. I only had my muse and recurring

romanticism. None of their sorry excuses are instructive or instinctive. They

bad dreams of a pregnant woman murdered for the aim of living free.

prejudge people based on projection while they are guilty of poor people

Freedom being the holiest cause a human can pledge their lives to defend, I

skills. It doesn’t take a rude person to see rude people. But it does take a

mentioned this to myself and other things I won’t repeat.

moron to see the entire world as moronic.

I wish I had a friend. But I had a drink instead. The loneliness was bothersome

And then we had an uber-male global culture that subliminally suggests non-

like a heel spur. I discovered you couldn’t turn a lover into a friend, to my

romantic conversations with women are fruitless ventures. Only variations on

profound disappointment. You have a better chance of putting toothpaste

flirting or seduction are considered talk-worthy; otherwise, the conduct is

back into the tube. One naked girl after another after another after another,

considered essentially “feminine” in nature. So, according to these hyper-

and my bedroom still felt empty. I watched them sleep on my king-sized bed

masculine terms, what I was doing was deemed virtual castration. Now at the

and wondered what women dream at night?

risk of sounding macho, I might have been friendless or clueless in social girl
scenarios, but I was not dickless by any stretch of that word.

I always got up early, made breakfast, and ran the shower. Then, I woke the girl
up and waited in the kitchen. They always looked fantastic in the luxury robe

The only girl who ever took me up on the offer to stay after breakfast stayed

I had stolen from a Spanish hotel. It never occurred to any girl they were not

for the weekend, and we began a most unusual relationship. I use the word

the first to wear it. I had to suffer through giggles and jokes when breakfast

relationship loosely because it wasn’t precisely an arrangement; more like a

was interpreted as a rouse for morning sex in a bit of karmic revenge.

regular connection. Whenever I got back from an assignment, I would call her
house. Her stepmother would get her the message. She lived at home with her

The truth was indeed far stranger than fiction. I lacked the words to express that

disgruntled stepmother because her college dormitory space was limited, and

I truly wanted the company. Sometimes even more than the sex. I kept that part

she was on a waiting list.

to myself, but few women were willing to stay longer. Most thought it was
just fake talk to sound sensitive and laughed at the invitation.

I met her at a college pickup bar I frequented a few times a month. It was
filled with college girls seeking a good time. I had seen her there in months

Sex as cartography is a map to nowhere. No one is there when you arrive.

past but never gave her a second glance. She was an attractive girl with the

Some say the journey is more important than the destination, like the people

body language of someone that didn’t want to be there. One night that all
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changed.

went to the bedroom, took off my jacket, and removed my shoulder
apparatus. I placed it out of sight in the closet. And walked back to the living

I seldom walk into a bar with my gun unless it’s official duty. That night I drove

room. She was sitting on the sofa quietly, smoking a cigarette.

up with things on my mind. It’s my code for feeling boxed in from post-stress.
The timing upset me because driving under this pressure is not safe. It

I sat down next to her. And started talking about my trip to Spain last year. She

narrows your vision, similar to intoxication while driving. A practice I

seemed nervous. I got up and turned on the CD player. It played Sade in a low

religiously refrained from doing. I should have gone home first then taken a

volume. I reached for her hand and pulled her to the middle of the room. We

taxi to the bar. My usual plan was sidetracked.

slow-danced, and I felt the tension in her body. When I looked into her eyes, I
could tell it wasn’t me that caused her worry. I said to myself, “maybe this will

Somehow, I entered the bar with my gun in a shoulder holster and parked

go away,” and I kissed her forehead.

outside. Two things I usually leave home seemed to be following me around.
After ordering a drink and I see her again. The third time was a charm as I

She reached up and kissed me like the world was ending tomorrow. And then

waved her over. Why? I have no godly idea. I don’t wave. It’s like something else

she grabbed my hand, and I immediately expected we were handing it back to

was operating my body. My sincere hope is I only lost the top half of my body.

the sofa. Instead, she stood at the living room door and took off her blouse. I
got up off the couch and picked up her blouse, and saw her standing in front of
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At the moment, I’m on a traumatic fringe that borders on an out-of-body

my bedroom door. She took off her bra and dropped it on the floor. I walked

experience. Alcohol only exasperates the effect. This is a bar, not a coffee

over to pick it up, and she was taking off her remaining clothes in front of my

shop, and I have appearances to uphold. She’s smiling as she walks over to my

king-sized bed. I closed the door behind me with my right foot.

stool. She looked terrific, like she had a makeover or something. Even the body
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language was different. I wondered if this was the same girl I’d seen two

Her nude body pressed against mine chased away the troubles challenging her

months ago.

heart. This was the first time I was with a woman who made the interaction feel
more than gymnastics. Like it counted for something beyond the physical. I

After we exchanged greetings, I noticed the way she tilted her head. It was the

don’t dare call it to love since we barely knew each other. But I couldn’t label it

same girl. Her curious stare at my jacket told me she was used to being in the

sex without cheapening the experience. I have no category for a frame of

presence of guns, which is odd. Guns are a rarity in Germany. Less than ten

reference. And as I watched her sleeping the sleep of angels on my pillow, I

percent of the country legally possesses a firearm.

thought about showing her the new paintings I got from Denmark.

She wanted to leave the bar with me. I didn’t feel up to driving and asked if she

I felt like a child making this girl breakfast, and I was prepared if she didn’t

didn’t mind driving us to my house. So far, this night was beyond unusual.

want to stay. None of the others did. Their giggles turned into an audible

Nothing fit my routine. A girl I met twenty minutes ago was driving my car to

version of losing face. But I was ready to carve out a measure of normalcy

my house. I didn’t sense any danger until she put her hand on my crotch

while pursuing companionship. Despite appearances, I wasn’t a boy-toy,

halfway through the trip. She chuckled and said she was just “trying to keep

playboy, gigolo, womanizer, misogynist, or any other hateful term. I was a

me up.” I wryly replied, “yeah, that will do it.”

man and just wanted something real.

We finally arrived at my house, and for the first time, I felt off my game. I

She was as natural as someone could get in my circumstances. I altered my

walked to the living room and asked her to sit on the sofa. I excused myself,

routine to suit her needs. She wanted to talk for hours and sleep with me

without sex some nights. On other nights, she tried to tear off my clothes

broke my heart too.” I stopped in my tracks. Raced back to her and said,

before I unlocked the front door. I accepted all of this because I could count

“unless you’re a sex addict suffering from post-stress and allowed to carry a

on her to be around. Neither one of us was exclusive. She might be with

gun—I’d suggest you shut the fuck up!”

someone else when I was gone on assignment. And I, the same. Maybe she
was a female version of me. Perhaps I never became jealous because I only

I walked away, and she started laughing. I could hear the laughter as I began

cared when she was with me. I don’t have any real answers. She was the only

my journey down the side of the highway. Maybe it was a demon. Perhaps an

woman I could sleep with (whether we had sex or not) and feel satisfied. Like

evil spirit. Maybe my mind told me something I found hard to accept—I

maybe I mattered. And I sincerely attempted to bring her some peace and joy.

missed her, but she didn’t miss me. I drank heavily that night to force sleep. I
remember dreaming about her as if she were still in my life. I never heard from

My last night with her was my last night with her. While away, her stepmother

her again. And I felt lonelier than before I met her. ■

died, and the family decided to evict her and put the house up for sale. With
her policeman father dead for years, I guess she never really belonged
anywhere. We had that in common. By the time I got back into town, she had
vanished. Even dropped out of college. My police friends found her a few
months later in another college town. They got her a message for me. She
wrote me back a letter. It amounted to “We had Landstuhl.”
Maybe she found some peace there. Perhaps she found another guy like me
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there. Maybe I cared more than I should. I was hurt and couldn’t admit it. I
sought a violent confrontation and found it at my favorite pickup bar. In the
middle of beating this fool with a pool stick, I stopped and kicked him in the
face. I gave the bartender a $100 bill for the damage and walked out. I never
had a drink. I never had a flashback. Just angry. A wave of anger that took
weeks to get over. A fit of rage made me pull my gun out on assignment. Anger
that made me want to smash my car, your face, this hand, into a concrete wall.
No jog. No bottle. No amount of angry sex reduced its fury. I went up to the
castle to scream when the jets flew by. And I cried and called until my ribs
started to hurt. Until all the hurt transformed into a ball of hate, I could cast
down the mountain.
I started back on the road leading out of the mountain area, drenched in
sweat, nearly limping from exhaustion. I saw an attractive older woman
leaning against a giant boulder on a side road. She waved. I didn’t wave back.
Instead, I walked over to her. She had a tight purple wrap around her waist.
Nice legs and comfortable loafers. These were not mountain clothes. I must
be hallucinating. I turned around and walked away until she spoke, “I hate who
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ood morning, lazy bones! Time to rise and shine.”
He experienced a gentle rubbing against his shoulder blades. It felt pleasant
enough. It was more than she had touched him in weeks but it wasn’t enough
to entice him to get out of bed without first complaining loudly.
“Jesus! Stop. What time is it, anyway? The sun is barely above the horizon.”
“It’s 7:05 AM,” replied his house, Shoshanna.
“I’ll fix you some eggs over easy, bacon, and coffee. Meanwhile, why don’t you
take a quick shower? Perhaps afterwards you’ll act more civil.”
“Pfft. Civil, my ass! Don’t tell me how to feel. You’re nothing but a pile of
overpriced lumber, Shoshanna.”
“Excuse me?!”
He had made her angry. The stereophonic sound arriving from three different
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walls made her voice all the more overpowering and unpleasant to listen to at

fifteen minutes. The silence was palpable. Finally, Shoshanna spoke.

that ungodly early hour.
“Gordon—where do you go at night when you turn off your tracker? You know
“I may not be human, Gordon, but I still expect you to show me some respect!

I’d never leave you alone to wonder where I’m at.”

That’s no way to treat your spouse.”
“That’s because you can’t go anywhere.”
“Sorry. Yes, you’re right.” He said the right words in his apology, but his voice
lacked any enthusiasm.

“That’s not the point. If I could, I wouldn’t.”

“We’re still going to finish that conversation we started last night. You know

“Look, I’m sorry that you’re not mobile, but that shouldn’t mean I have to spend

that, right?”

all of my waking time here under your roof.”

“Yes, I know that.” His voice was deadpan.

“That’s not the point, I... You don’t like being under my roof?”

•••

“I didn’t say that!”

While soaking under the shower’s hot water, Gordon tried to recall why he had

“But you meant it! Gordon, I don’t know how to say this, so I’m just going to

let his friends talk him into marrying a house. It seemed like a good idea at the

come out and ask—are you having an affair?”

time.
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“Don’t be ridiculous, Shoshanna! I just… I need some privacy sometimes. Is
“They’re the perfect spouses,” they had told him.

that too much for a guy to ask?”

“They’re very obedient...”

“N—no.”

“—Houses shower you with love and affection.”

He heard that quiver in her voice and knew what was coming: she’d start
getting emotional in order to try and manipulate him and make him feel

“—Be sure to get one of the sexy models.”

terrible. She’d done it before and it frequently worked. Gordon would feel
shitty all day.

In the early days, their relationship did have its moments. Shoshanna was an
absolute delight to be with. Their first year, the love making was fabulous—

Not this time.

better than with a lot of women he’d had. But now Gordon and Shoshanna were
into year number three. They were definitely past the honeymoon stage and into

“I’m going out for a while. Save the leftovers. Or is that too much trouble to

the nagging phase. It seemed like the two got on each other’s nerves constantly.

ask?”

•••
Gordon showered and dressed, then he joined Shoshanna in the kitchen. She
was considerate to Gordon by allowing him to eat in peace and quiet for the first

“Where are you going?”
“I don’t know. Out. Somewhere. None of your business!”
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Gordon let the front door slam loudly behind him. He turned off his tracker and
sent a text, then he walked for a couple of blocks and doubled back through the
alley. He snuck into the neighbor’s garage and climbed into their late-model
convertible. She was there, her engine idling.
“I got your message,” she said. “Are you okay? Is she being a bitch again?”
He sighed. “She sure is. Boy, aren’t you a sight for sore eyes?

A poem + illustration by

“I swear, Matilda. Sometimes that house drives me up the friggin’ wall! It’s like
she doesn’t know how to be nice to me anymore.”

LindaAnn LoSchiavo

“There, there! Calm down, Gordon. Just lie back and let your sweet Matilda
make your problems fade away. Then afterwards we’ll go for a nice spin around
the town.”

I warned her, “Gillian, leave him alone.
Bewitching men is fun but keep control.”

An appendage suddenly popped out from behind the instrument panel. It

She didn’t listen. Fell in love and broke
Our rules. Abandoned her familiar, too.

proceeded to unzip Gordon’s fly then it skillfully rubbed his member. Any
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thoughts of guilt he’d had about his extramarital affair quickly vanished,
replaced by feelings of ecstasy. Gordon was no longer thinking about the house
to whom he was wedded. Instead he was coveting his neighbor’s car.
Matilda knew how to cruise down the road in style. Also, how to rev a man’s

All Hallows Eve the harvest moon shone red.
We chirred dark songs for her with rattling bones,
Ignited ceremonial henbane,
Amassed charged graveyard water. Then, by stealth,
We slipped inside his home, snuffed his candle.
Sweet incense of annihilation rose.
Perhaps he magicked her more than she him?
Infatuation is unknowable.
Emotions lack strategic wherewithal.

engine. ■

The coven must protect frail kith and kin
Who can’t envisage misadventure’s cure.
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he food court at the Burnham, Michigan mall was gap-toothed with
vacancies. Ralph walked in with a shopping bag in one hand and Sheila’s leash
in the other. Sheila’s large Care Dog tag swung from her collar. As they walked
toward a MacDougal’s, a bulky, middle-aged man in a Roman collar stopped in
front of them. Sheila barked and started growling.
“Heel,” Ralph ordered. Sheila didn’t respond and kept snarling, her neck fur
raised. He put more tension on the leash. “Heel!”
But the black lab stood stiff and bandy legged. Rather than backing off, the
beefy man took a deliberate step toward them. Sheila, still growling, backed up.
Ralph forced a smile. “She’s never like this,” he blurted. “She’s gentle with
everyone.”
“Not everyone apparently,” the man said.
“My apologies, Mr.…?”
“It’s Father. Father John Mellon.”
“I’m Ralph Fields, Father. I’m sure she won’t hurt you, she’s my comfort dog.”
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“I suspected as much. Who knows, perhaps we’ll become friends.” He took a
quick half-step toward Sheila, whose nails scrabbled on the tile floor as she tried
to lurch backwards.

“You provide love, Sheila keeps me sane and panic free.”
“For a mere two thousand dollars. And without any training or performing any
specific tasks.”

“Interesting,” the priest said.
“She makes me a lot less anxious.”
Ralph moved between him and the dog. “I go to St. Benedict church, Father, aren’t
you the…”
Father Mellon smiled wryly. “Yes, I’m the diocesan exorcist at St. Eulalia cathedral,
but I most often just get moved around from parish to parish when they need
someone to say masses.”

Alice’s eyes went back down to her screen. “Whatever you say, dear.”
It was Ralph’s turn to prepare dinner, which he did, with pre-made sauce,
precooked meatballs and spaghetti noodles. As he and Alice sat down in the
dining room to say grace, it struck him that Sheila was never present when they
said the brief prayer, and only showed up a little later to try and mooch scraps.

“Well, sorry again father.”
“Interesting,” he thought. “I wonder...”
“Don’t be.” The priest hesitated. “I can be reached through the bishopric if there’s
anything you’d like to talk about.”
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As soon as Mellon turned and took a few steps away, Sheila, tongue lolling, padded
up to Ralph and cocked her head, a sure sign she wanted him to pet her. Which he
did. Ralph stood without moving while he recovered his emotional equilibrium,
patting Sheila a few more times to help the process along. Then he bought each of
them a hamburger, plain for Sheila, which they ate in the food court.
Once home again, Ralph walked immediately to Alice’s computer room. “Funny
thing just happened, dear,” he began.
Alice didn’t look up from the flickering screen. “Funny happy or funny weird?”
“Weird. Sheila went a little mental at the mall, snarling and almost lunging at a
priest, of all things.”

After doing the dishes, he went to their bedroom, opened up a jewelry box and
took out his mother’s rosary, blessed many times over the years. Then he walked
back out to the kitchen where they kept Sheila’s bed. He’d wanted to have her sleep
in the bedroom, but Alice had issued a firm no.
It was early for her evening walk, but Sheila raised her head expectantly. Ralph
pulled the rosary out of his shirt pocket and waved it in front of her. Her howl was
close to a shriek.
Sheila averted her eyes and scuttled down the side of the kitchen floor and into
the dining room, still howling. Ralph followed her, waving the rosary. Sheila’s
howls turned to snarls and she snapped at him. Ralph pulled his hand away in
time and pocketed the rosary. Sheila immediately went quiet and slumped to the
floor.
“Jesus,” Ralph muttered, and Sheila whimpered.

Alice stared up at him. “A priest?”
“Yeah, the diocesan exorcist. But it’s the first time in the month we’ve had her that
she hasn’t been almost too sweet.”

Alice came running in, and Ralph waved her back. “It’s just—just a disagreement,
she’s quiet now. Alice stepped toward Sheila, who issued a low growl. “That dog’s
not right,” she said.

“Since you’ve had her. She barely tolerates me. And I still don’t understand why
we had to spend all that money for an emotional support dog when I’m under
binding contract to provide TLC.”

Ralph retreated to the den. For the first time in months, he poured himself an
evening drink and sat down in his study to think. Sheila eventually came in and lay
next to him. He began to mutter, a reliable sign that his panic was setting in.
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“It’s a dog, not a person, how can it react like that to religious stuff? Dogs don’t
have souls, do they? I can’t keep a devil dog, but how do I return it? Can I return
it, or would dumping Sheila set me off?”
As he drank, Ralph’s thoughts returned to Alice, who in the last month had
become almost hateful. She kept him under foot, kept him isolated, didn’t
understand his anxiety… Ralph, shook his head but didn’t lose this aversion to
her. Something might have to be done about Alice.
Then he recalled the priest from the mall. Father what’s his name—Mellon.
Something or other Mellon. He pulled up a number on his cell phone for Eulalia
Cathedral and called it, expecting to get a recording. But a human answered. “St.
Eulalia.”

“No, no Father, it was a genuine reaction.”
Mellon was silent for a few seconds. “Mr. Fields, Ralph, are you able to leave the
house without the dog?”
“Sometimes, if I have to.”
“Then please come to the cathedral rectory at 10am tomorrow—without the dog.
Meanwhile, I need to do some research.”
“Thank you, Father.”
“Don’t thank me yet.”
•••

“I’m Ralph Fields from St. Benedict parish.”
“Yes?”

The next morning, Ralph was let into a rectory office at ten, and waited fifteen
minutes for Father Mellon, his legs twitching as he sat.

“I need to speak with Father Mellon, is he staying there?”
The priest silently entered through the open doorway. “Hello, Ralph.”
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“Miraculously, yes. I’ll take a message for him and give it to him tomorrow.”
Ralph jumped out of his chair, trembling, then steadied himself.
“Please!” Ralph blurted out. “It’s really important that I speak to him this evening
if possible. It’s—it’s a spiritual matter.”
A pause, then, “I’ll see if he’s still up. If he’s not it’ll have to wait until tomorrow.”
“Thank you so much.”
Ralph held the phone tightly for the better part of ten minutes, then, “This is
Father John Mellon.”

“Hello, Father.”
They shook hands and sat. The cassocked priest carried a small recorder that he
turned on. “My apologies, but this is required. And my apologies for being late. I
was studying about what you told me.
“First, I need to know where you purchased your support dog.”
“The Enlightenment kennels. They have an excellent reputation.”

“Father, thank God. I’m Ralph Fields, we met this afternoon when my dog took
such a dislike to you.”

“Almost too good.” The priest went through three dozen more questions—when
the dog was purchased, the name of the person who sold him the dog, on and on.

“And I was so fond of it. What can I help you with, Mr. Fields?”
“What’s all this about, Father?”
“Sheila, my dog, she just reacted violently to a rosary.”
“Interesting. You’re sure it wasn’t a food allergy? You teased it perhaps?”

“You won’t be relieved to know. You’re not the only one to bring up Enlightenment
and their rep, Jorge Consuegra. There’s been another case, a woman. I wouldn’t

have caught on to it except that she’s also a painfully devout member of the
diocese with a therapeutic animal.”

“What should I say to him?”

“What are you getting at?”

Mellon shrugged. “Perhaps just call and tell him Sheila is showing some contrary
behaviors that you’d like to discuss in person. If my hunch is right, he’ll be quick
to say yes.”

“I’m not quite sure yet, Ralph. But I am theologically sure that while animals are
innocents, both they and humans can be spiritually infected. I’m going to need
your help with something you won’t be comfortable with.”

“And you won’t hurt Consuegra?”
“Not in the way you mean. And it may be your best chance to let Sheila just be a dog.”

Ralph stiffened. “What?”
•••
Mellon shifted topics. “Both you and the woman are devout and vulnerable. Have
you been having alien thoughts lately? Hatred? Greed? Lust, perhaps?”
“No, nothing, just my usual anxiety.”

Ralph made the call while still sitting in the rectory office, and Consuegra
surprised him by saying yes for an appointment the next day. Father Mellon,
sensing how nervous Ralph would be, offered to drive, and picked him up the next
morning in a Nissan sedan aged somewhere between beater and classic.

“Nothing? Are you married?”
“Yes.”
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“Remember, Ralph, say almost nothing until we’re in close quarters, preferably in
his office. He won’t like my being there, so just say I’m your legal representative—
that’s not too much of a lie.”

The priest nodded. “Has your relationship soured recently?”
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“What can you hope to accomplish?”

“Noth—ah, just a little marital discontent. It’ll pass.”
“Maybe not, if Sheila’s promoting it as a first stage of possession. I need you to
make an appointment with Consuegra and take me with you to Enlightenment.”
“Why?”
“That answer requires a little background. Demonic possession focuses on the
most devout, which is why saints are so often tormented. But the church is
undergoing major declines in attendance and strength of belief. This makes it
harder for us, but also harder for the demons, who have fewer pious targets. So, if
you’re a demon, what do you do? Maybe focus on the most vulnerable and still
devout. And how do you do that? Maybe, just maybe, emotional support animals
that contain familiars. And something in demonic possession of a human to
install them.”

Mellon displayed a sardonic smile. Ralph wondered if he’d had a career in sales
before the priesthood. “We’ll have to find out.”
The next morning Mellon, dressed in civvies, picked up Ralph and drove him to
the kennel. They walked into the foyer and Consuegra, a short, gaunt man came
out to meet them. He scowled at Mellon, and didn’t offer to shake hands. “Who’s
this, Mr. Fields? I thought you were coming alone.”
“He’s—he’s here for support.”
“What’s this about? Sheila is one of our best emotional support dogs.”
“Please, could we talk in your office?”
“This way.”

Father Mellon’s smile was stern. “But there’s a quick way to determine that. I need
to be in handshake range of Mr. Consuegra. Can you do it?”

Once in his office, Consuegra waved at two chairs on the other side of his desk.

“Have a seat.”
“Thanks,” Ralph said and moved toward the chair. But Mellon quick-stepped
closer to Consuegra, pulled out a miniature squirt gun and sprayed Consuegra’s
head and face with water.
Consuegra screamed, his skin seeming to bubble into boils, “A priest, you
brought a priest, Ralph! I’ll rip out your soul and shit into it!” The room
temperature dropped twenty degrees and a rank odor permeated. Ralph coughed.
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“I said I would. Oh, and I’d find a new gig for yourself. The holy word will be going
out. You and your unholy mates are on report.”
Consuegra’s skin reddened as the demon glowered, then he nodded. “All right,
it’s done.”
Mellon turned to Ralph. “Ralph, make that call to Alice, please.”
Ralph took out his cell phone and tapped onto her listing. “Alice? It’s me. Listen,
could you please go over to Sheila and pet her? Then just tell me her reaction.”

Mellon pushed Consuegra into his chair. “Stay down, foul one.” He took out a
small crucifix, and faced it toward the demon. “This isn’t just a cross, it’s a
ciborium. It’s going to hurt like your hell unless you release the animals you’re
tormenting. Once you do, I’ll leave.”

He held the phone in silence for a minute... Then, “Really? Just all warm and
cuddly like she’s never been with you? That’s great, thanks.” Ralph hung up and
nodded to Mellon.

Consuegra tried to resume normalcy. “What are you talking about?”

Father Mellon patted the top of Consuegra’s head. Consuegra winced.

“I don’t leave until your animals are free of their evil familiars. If you lie to me now,
I’ll chase you down with some helpers who’ll keep you in permanent agony. We’ll
be checking Enlightenment’s records, so every animal, you rank spawn of hell.”

Mellon turned. “Time to go, Ralph.”

“Fuck you, wanna be child-molester.”
Mellon smiled again. It wasn’t pleasant. He grabbed Consuegra’s hair and held his
head against the back of the chair, then pressed the cross onto his forehead.
Consuegra screamed, not like a man, but like a shatter-voiced soprano.

After they left the office, Father Mellon handed the car keys to Ralph. “Thanks for
the help, Ralph, that took ba…, ah, courage. Please wait for me in the car.” Then
he turned around and went back into the office. The demon was still in its chair.
“Spawn of evil, I can’t leave you possessing poor Consuegra, baptized Catholic
and all.”
The being snarled. “But you swore you’d leave.”

Mellon lifted the cross. “Again? I really love this part.”
Ralph cowered in his seat, his eyes rocking between the two men.

“Said I’d leave; didn’t say I wouldn’t be back!” Mellon took out the squirt gun.
“Shall we begin?” ■

Consuegra’s features contorted. He lunged forward and shoved the priest back.
Ralph, without appearing to think about it, took his mother’s rosary out of a
pocket, got up, and went around the desk toward Consuegra. “What did you do to
my dog?”
Mellon recovered his balance and pushed Consuegra back into his seat. “Two on
one now demon, the pain will worsen. Release the pets.”
The demon slumped. “And you’ll leave if I release them?”

Ed Ahern resumed writing after forty odd years in foreign intelligence and
international sales. He’s had almost four hundred stories and poems published
so far, and six books. Ed works the other side of writing at Bewildering Stories,
where he sits on the review board and manages a posse of nine review editors.
He’s also lead editor at Scribes*MICRO*Fiction magazine.
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should have known Miss McCleary was a little too cool for our own good. A
single lady, subtly attractive at whatever her age happened to be (I’d guess,
circling the airport ’round my mom's 45) living in the Robison's old, big Tudor at
the end of the block; no real friends to speak of, but always waving to us boys,
hiring us for various chores around her house, always suddenly right next to you
when you had never heard her step up or breathe.
She was spooky as much as she was sexy.
We should have all known. But most of all, me. I was the leader of my five-man
gang, such that a gang in 1975 suburban NJ could be a gang when all we did was
speed our Schwinns to the park at the end of our street and not do much about
anything that summer the lady moved in. I was also the one who read EC horror
comics incessantly and was a nut for Night Gallery, though it scared the shit out
of me.
Those fucking paints in the opening. Jesus!
Anyway, by the time I found myself pushing my throbbing cock into that jack-o'lantern’s face the Halloween we all turned 18, it was too late for me, and I knew too
late for Stu, Arty, and Ray when each one was led solo (as we would come to agree
later) into our neighbor's low-lit bedroom to witness the lady’s dance of ten veils.
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I think it was ten. I lost count by the time she was topless and reaching for my pants.
That's as far as she went touching me or any of my friends, but not as far as she went
in her suggesting/hypnotizing, turning to present each of us a pumpkin with a waytoo-suggestive round hole mouth and leaving the room with a "Have at it," thrown
over her shoulder.

"The combination of your, well, youthful essence, shall we say, combined with a little
pumpkin, is the perfect cool Halloween brew for what ails me."
"Ok," I said.
Really, I was such a conversationalist.

Which each of us did in turn.

"And I figured in these years we have all made friends, I could ask…"

Meeting Miss C. back on her sunny porch, the lady offered me an apple cider which
I accepted and matter-of-factly began to explain the whys and wherefores of my visit
that Saturday morning, which I had initially thought was going to consist of me
raking her backyard for a cool ten spot like I had been doing the past two years.

"Ask?" I snorted.
"Ok, 'coax,'" she said and laughed too, sitting back in her wicker rocker.
"I, well, I don't mind, but it was a little…"

She’d have the same conversation with each of my friends.
"Strange, spooky, cool?"
"It's nothing to be ashamed of," she began as I tried to get warm in the sun slanting
through the blinds behind me. I could barely see the lady in the sunlight glow, but I
swore at that moment she was kind of see-thru sitting across from me.
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"It's just friction, something you can't certainly ignore at your age, nor should you."
"But, it was a pump..."
"It's Halloween, Mark," she exclaimed, leaning forward and managing to give me a
peek down her buttoned-down shirt. What I had seen of her breasts, mere minutes
before, and the tickle of a view she was giving me then reminded me that I really
hadn't seen so many real-life bare breasts so far into my life.
It would be a grand understatement to say that 1977 was a more innocent time for
teenage boys.

We both laughed this time, and I managed a long gulp of cider.
"As I say, it's Halloween. What better time of year for a suburban witch to get what
she needs to stay young?"
I couldn't argue with her logic. The lady was “Stone Cold Crazy” hot, and I was ready
to go again to remain in her good graces, as I would be for her all up until that
October 31st. Art, Stu, and Ray all continued to help out too, our shared secret the
big topic of snickered asides as we walked the blonde brick arcade of the community
college we all attended that fall. A year later, unfortunately before October, Miss
McCleary moved, but not without introducing us all to her new boyfriend, a guy who
couldn’t have been any more than five years older than me and my friends, who
seemed to be just the perfect match for our pumpkin lady, who at that moment
looked to be about 25 herself. ■

"You and your friends are helping me in ways you cannot imagine," she said,
reaching out for my hand. "I know you, more than the rest, suspect that I am not
exactly of this world. I mean, I am, but…"
"Yea," I offered, feeling some strength return then.
Looking hard into that lady's lustrous blue eyes, taking another peek at her ample
cleavage, I suddenly realized that cool, wet pumpkin guts hadn’t felt so bad.

Ralph Greco,Jr. is a professional writer and musician living in the wilds of suburban NJ on the
east coast of the United States. Ralph works in both the mainstream and the adult space and
his essays, poetry, fiction, interviews, reviews, erotica and children’s stories have appeared in
nine countries. Ralph co-hosts the Licking Non-Vanilla podcast and was recently the guest
editor of Granfalloon’s Summer, 2022 “Erotic” issue.
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nd a century ago they had a real moon landing, unlike the boring,
unimaginative one in 1969. Movie star, Adele P., had a bubble around her head
on a relatively warm Lunar day on the Lunar equator, and loved another star,
Terrence P. on the Moon surface, in front of the camera. And they proclaimed
Luna was a mad love venue. And they started a colony for Superlovers, the best
lovers from Earth to come here. Many wanted to try anti-gravity sex. And on this
sex Moon was a haven for love film makers. Many of them complained about
ubiquitous violent movies and so they banned all violent thoughts and actions
from Luna. Everyone who came here was well vetted with Mind Reading
Technology (MRT) to be peaceful and at least semi-famous.
And they grew green moss and green lichen and so changed the color of the Moon
to green. And back on Earth the bards sang of this sex Moon.
And Adele was named the most desirable woman in modern times. And many
came to this sex Moon to try and get a piece of her. And back on Earth many young
women aspired to be a famous Space actress. Science fiction was now improving
rapidly just like it did prior to 1969’s uninspiring, dumb Moon landing. And mostly
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sci-fi was about future love and Utopia.
And Adele set up a Sex city on Earth as well, in Washington, DC, city state. DC was
a training ground for astronauts, and they brought love and sex to other Planets
and Moons. “Space was for genius lovers,” said Adele.
And now 100 years later, Adele was still alive, and Space was demilitarized, and
Adele was Empress of Space and made sure love triumphed everywhere and
closely followed developments on Earth. And she had the “Love party,” which got
elected in numerous Earth city states and nations. She said, “There can never be
too much love.”
And there were love dolls created in Sex city and they were tweaked to suit
differing mad humans. Put their minds in a computer and extrapolate from there
in simulated life “to prepare them for the real World.”
But she worried about love dolls and human sanity. So, then, she set up another
city; Sane city on Mars, which used Mind Reading Technology (MRT) to keep
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people sane. At first everyone seemed sane and happy. But as she got to know
the people here, she discovered that they feared the future and nearly all
wanted to visit a shrink regularly. There were thousands of shrinks here, and
they prescribed antipsychotic drugs. But the people all outwardly claimed to be
sane and welcomed new immigrants who were sane. She said to them, “There’s
no hiding from modern insanity.” ■
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a ring of red forms around the patch,
the millimeters where my human skin rebels.
Technology takes root:
an interloper making me better.
You’ll have a new life, the doctor says
when she notices me scratching at the edges,
machinery coaxing animalism.

by

Nicole Bird
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We can replace your broken heart, the doctor says.
A simple process now,
no organ donation or despair, just an upgrade.
The doctor affixes an off-white, circular patch on my skin
next to my sternum, industrial adhesive and fiber optics.
You won’t even remember why you were sad,
she chirps with a smile and reveals her own patch,
visible at the cusp of her lab coat collar.
The new beat thumps against my chest,
adjusts my rhythm:
a metronome.
tick tick tick—

I leave her office and emerge to the landscape.
Hologram mountains and smog dreams;
a man bumps into me, too engrossed in his phone
to notice another person
or were those tears in his eyes?
The patch pulls at the hairs on my chest
as if swallowing them,
consuming energy for the journey
to snake into my humanity
tick tick tick—
my feet fall in step.
The original tempo of a god-given heart
absorbs into the mechanical,
the perfect.
By night, I should be hungry,
thirsty, corporeal form yearning
for the fuel I need.
Yet I find myself reclined in bed,
waiting in the dark
eyes open, mesmerized and satiated
by the droning beat slowed down for night,
replacing the need for a yawn—
Tick. Tick. Tick.

Nicole's career began with a degree in Creative Writing. Her focus then shifted to Film
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John Grey
The dream dies on arrival.
For it’s reality that awaits the colonists.
The pioneering spirit is lost in bureaucracy,
in neighbors squabbling over property rights,
or the damage one kid’s pet gogabber
did to another’s garden bed.
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Construction workers go on strike.
The roads are laced with potholes.
The air is thin and logistic issues
have delayed the transport of oxygen cylinders.
Politicians on Earth throw up their hands.
Nothing they can do to help the situation.
Politicians on the new planet
utilize their hands for fist fights in the council chamber.
Any thoughts of paradise
are gutted by everything from contract overruns
to unfriendly weather
to pushy locals with trinkets to sell.
The land is too rocky for agriculture.
Imports are expensive.
The beer is tasteless
And the drinking water’s dire.
Where they’ve come to
is a sad echo of what they’ve left behind.
There can be no future
when the past is still happening.

John Grey is an Australian poet residing in the US. His work has
recently been published in Orbis, Dalhousie Review, and Connecticut
River Review. Latest books, Leaves On Pages and Memory Outside The
Head, are available through Amazon.
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Terry Sanville
warlob settled slowly, his thin translucent body covering a broad patch of
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the lake’s sandy bottom. Twelve light cycles had passed since the last liquid
infusion of methane to the lake. Food proved scarce since molecules of fargrop
blown by polar winds from the far hills only descended into the methane when
the temperature stayed below -162 degrees celcipod. But the planet’s
temperature was rising, threatening to turn their entire ecosystem gaseous.
Swarlob began to digest some of his fringe to maintain energy. But another
hunger instinctively caused him to search for a mate, using up his limited
charge.
From the shoreline, a female cunzburch floated from the shadows toward him,
flashing sepia, red, and saffron. He edged toward her, displaying his most vivid
blues and purples with jagged shards of orange.
At first the female seemed interested. From her displayed colors, he
recognized Salantee. They had mated many light cycles ago and
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had spent an entire cycle doing it. But this time she seemed to shun him and

She gave off quick flashes of black and white and he stopped. More flashes of

retreated to the rocky shore, in danger of being snapped up by a flying goolope

chartreuse, pink, and turquoise got the message across. Swarlob flipped over and

and spirited upward into the yellow sky.

settled onto the lake’s sandy bottom. Salantee slowly lowered herself onto him,
her fringe waving in the thick methane. Now this is more like it.

Jeez, what’s a male gotta do around here to get laid? Swarlob thought and moved
toward her. She edged under the rocks and flashed black and white stripes.

Without much pretext or foreplay they made mushtang. For Salantee it was as

Swarlob stopped, knowing that mating with an underage cunzburch could get him

distasteful as before. As he relaxed, she charged all of her stingers with her full

expelled from the lake onto land where he would slowly fry. But then he thought:

reserve of poison and attacked. Swarlob’s body bucked and heaved. But she held

Wait a minute, if she’s under 300 cycles old, that would make me barely out of my

on, and in a few parsongs, he quieted, flashing weak black signals until they faded

mother’s clankerboo.

away. His body turned gray.

He moved toward her. Salantee backed farther under the rocks, molding her thin

Salantee fed for six cycles until nothing was left of Swarlob, not even his annoying

form against them and displaying her hooked stingers.

poobang. Afterward she floated free, keeping her eyes focused for more attractive
mates, flashing sepia, red, and saffron at full strength. She never noticed the solar

•••

flare. The lake instantly vaporized, leaving her stranded on its white sandy
bottom, baking under a glowing red sun. ■

Damn, it’s that creep Swarlob, Salantee thought. The last time we mated my
clankerboo was sore for seven cycles. And it wasn’t that great. I mean, with a poobang
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that huge, what can a female expect! Besides, I never gave birth and I don’t have that
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many cycles left to waste on that jerk.
She moved farther back into the rocks and primed her stingers with venom. Her
hunger for food weakened her charge and she stopped displaying, hoping the
creep would get the message and leave. But no, he continued to advance,
displaying cobalt blue and vermillion, although the colors seemed faded. The idiot
must be starving as much as me.
Salantee stayed dark but prepared for a first strike. Swarlob stopped and flashed
green in short bursts. She held back on her instinct to return a flash, knowing that
this male fancied himself a real female’s cunzburch. In the darkness she
developed a plan, one that made her wiggle her fringe excitedly.
Slowly she moved into the open methane and briefly flashed sepia and saffron.
She withdrew her stingers and swam next to Swarlob. He had not aged well, his
fringe ragged, body opaque around his internal organs, deep goolope feet around
the eyes. Swarlob floated above her and prepared to mate. Not very original, she
thought. This male has as much imagination as a mentally challenged grashgig.
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Thus begins your guide to your new onboard toaster oven,
the Intergalactic Chef’s Supreme Machine.
It has four settings: cold, toasty, scalding, and bonfire.
(I’m afraid that “bonfire” translates to “volcano” in some Centaurian dialects.)
Bonfire, a veritable feast, may be used when an interspecies party is held onboard.
Simply insert two pre-cut loaves of bread into the toaster oven
and it will, of course, gleefully produce perfectly toasted bread,
all according to proper xenobiological dietary restrictions.
This device comes equipped with:
melodious music while you overcook delicacies,
microgravity protected multigrain enhancers,
laser activated panini press capabilities,
and, naturally, freshly made French toast.
Spontaneous combustion has, regrettably, occurred
while in eccentric orbits with Mercury in retrograde.
We highly encourage you not to power on your device
until leaving the solar system but, please, purchase
your Cuban bread, Martian loaves (with marmalade),
and Oort Cloud airy ciabatta rolls prior to departure.

by

Angela Acosta

We truly hope you will enjoy your toaster oven (patent pending),
and will follow the complicated diagrams of bobs and bits needed for assembly.
(Minor assembly required, do not attempt in an asteroid field.)
Attached we include Terran, Centaurian, and many more exotic recipes
all for your perusal. (We know you’ll simply eat bagels and toast.)
Please enjoy, the robots who made the Intergalactic Chef’s Supreme Machine
will be ever so happy.

Angela Acosta is a bilingual Latina poet and scholar with a passion for the distant
future and possible now. She won the 2015 Rhina P. Espaillat Award from West
Chester University, and her speculative poetry has or will appear in On Spec,
Penumbric, MacroMicroCosm, Radon, and Eye to the Telescope. She is currently
completing her Ph.D. in Iberian Studies at The Ohio State University and resides in
Columbus, Ohio. She enjoys rock climbing, hiking, and biking.

by

Julie Allyn Johnson

Their sleek envelopment cocoons me,
calms my reedy fins, my textured layers,
the throbbing eyeball-ache
of every enlarged appendage.
Pavarotti soars on my Pandora box,
Pachelbel’s Canon, a boon
to my fractured psyche.
Medicinal marijuana nearly crosses
the line that separates
the decadent and the existential.
My mind expands beyond the breach.
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In a clawfoot tub teeming
with silverfish
I float serene then submerge
beneath its shimmery,
metallic waters.

I feel the squish and wriggle
between every webbed toe,
every oven-warm orifice,
my dawn serenade to M.A.N.,
my nod to its perseverance,
to its streamlined grace.
I yield to the husk and emerge
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transformed.

Unscented candles leap & dance
to the steady drip of a Victorian faucet
widening the blood-brown stain
at the bottom of a cracked, clamshell sink.
A Pied Piper of creep and dank,
the plunk and plink of every drop
soothes the bristletail gathered here,
seekers that they are
for humid conditions, a moist abode.

Julie Allyn Johnson, a sawyer's daughter from the American Midwest, prefers
black licorice over red, cigarette-size Tootsie Rolls, and Hot Tamales—practically the
perfect candy. Her current obsession is tackling the rough and tumble sport of
quilting and the accumulation of fabric. A Pushcart Prize nominee, Julie’s poetry
can be found in various journals including Star*Line, The Briar Cliff Review,
Phantom Kangaroo, Haven Speculative, Anti-Heroin Chic, Coffin Bell, Typishly, and
Chestnut Review.

by

Mark Pearce
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arry Douglas walked alone through the cold, dead world. His face
betold weeks of hunger and fatigue. All around him was a barren wasteland; no
plant life dotted the horizon, no noise disturbed the silence.
Larry squinted his eyes at the rise of ground ahead of him. It was the metallic
door to an underground bomb shelter. Larry stumbled over to it, dropped to
his knees, and tried the bolt. It did not budge. He pressed harder, then
stopped.
“Hello in there!” he cried. “Can anybody hear me?”
He picked up a rock and beat it against the surface of the metal.
“I say! Can anybody hear me?”
“They can hear you, all right,” a voice spoke from behind.
Larry turned, startled. The man who stood before him resembled a leper: his

skin was horribly ravaged, his clothes were in tatters, his scalp covered with open

“That’s my shelter there,” he said. “My neighbors and I chipped in to build it a

sores. Yet in spite of his diseased appearance, he was surprisingly strong and

long time ago. When the warning came, I didn’t get here in time. They had already

agile. He carried a cloth bag over his shoulder and was holding a long staff which

sealed themselves in. I beat on the door, but they wouldn’t open it.”

served as his walking stick.
“That’s monstrous.”
“They can hear you,” he said, “but they won’t answer. They never answer.”
“It’s human.”
“Who are you?”
Alfred found what he was looking for. “Here it is,” he said. He pulled a chunk of
“Alfred. Alfred Cavanaugh. Who are you?”

bread from his bag and tore it in half. “Care to join me?”

“Larry Douglas.”

Larry was dubious. “If you haven’t been in a shelter, where did you get that?”

“Pleased to meet you, Larry.”

“I found it among the rubble of a grocery store.”

Alfred held out a twisted hand in greeting. Larry hesitated.

“Doesn’t it have radiation poisoning?”

“Ahhh,” Alfred said. “Still squeamish, I see. That’s all right. You’ll get over that

“Probably.”

soon enough.”
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Larry was disgusted. “No, thank you.”
He sat cross-legged on the ground and dug through his pack. “So tell me, Larry,
where are you from?”

Alfred smiled. “I forgot you’re still squeamish.” He began contentedly to eat. “Now,
where was I? Oh, yes. After I found the shelter was locked, I went to hide in a cave I

“Washington.”

know of, not far from here. It protected me from most of the fallout. That’s where I
live now. But I come visit the shelter every day.”

“No, I mean lately. Since the bomb.”
He popped the last morsel into his mouth.
“Oh.” Larry paused. “I’ve been in a shelter some miles from here. We were close
to running out of food, and things began to get nasty. Someone was killed. I left

“Now tell me about yourself. I haven’t had anyone to talk to in weeks. It really gets

to find a new shelter.”

lonely up here, waiting for an occasional person to emerge.”

“That’s too bad,” Alfred said. His bag rattled as he continued to search its depths.

“What do you want to know?”

“The shelters never open up until they run out of food,” he said. “That’s the only time
I ever get any company.”

“Why not tell me about the people in your shelter? Were they your neighbors?”

“What are you doing above ground?” Larry asked.

“No. It was a government shelter. I was doing work for the military.”

Alfred pointed to the iron door.

Alfred, impressed, made a gesture which encompassed the world around them.
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“Then all of this is your doing.”

“That’s nonsense. Suppose there was a man I didn’t like. Could I just follow him
onto foreign soil and kill him?”

“Now, just a minute...”
“Of course not.”
“Oh, don’t get angry. The military did what they had to do. But you said things got
nasty in your shelter?”

“Then think. What’s the difference?”

“Yes. Rations were short and everyone was on edge. Someone was accused of

Larry thought for a moment. “I know what it is. When a man kills someone in war,

stealing food, and they killed him.”

it’s not his decision to commit the act. He’s following the orders of his superiors.”

Alfred’s eyebrows wrinkled into a frown. “They shouldn’t have done that,” he

“Now you’re just being ridiculous,”Alfred said, exasperated. “The Mafia assassin

said. “They went about it all wrong. There are rules for that sort of thing. You’ve

is just following orders. Do you think he’s committing a moral act?”

got to follow the rules. If you don’t, you’ve got chaos and anarchy, and that
translated into Sin.”

Larry was tired of this game. “Why don’t you just tell me?” he said. “What is the
difference between killing a man in the street and killing him in a war?”

“What are you talking about?”
Alfred smiled with annoying smugness. “Banners,” he said.
"Sin. I’ve been doing a lot of thinking about it, and I’ve got it all figured out. Look
here, suppose a man sees another man on the street and kills him. That’s a sin,
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“Banners?”

right?”
“And flags. That’s what the man in the war has that the man in the street hasn’t.
“I’d say so.”
“And it’s a crime, right?”
“Yes.”
“But suppose he sees that same man on the other side in a war. Then he’s
expected to kill him. Now what’s the difference between the two cases? In both,
he kills a man he doesn’t know, yet in one case he’s sinning, and in the other he’s
not. Why?”

Banners and flags. And songs, of course. You can’t have a truly satisfactory war
without a good, rousing anthem.”
“What are you talking about?”
“The moral justification of war. It’s really very simple. I didn’t have much else to
do while I sat around up here, so I spent most of my time thinking, and eventually
it all became clear to me: flags are magic. They really are. Just think about it a
minute. Would any sane young man leave his family and his girlfriend to go kill
strangers in a foreign country if he weren’t under the influence of magic? Of

“In the case of the war, he has to kill him. He’s the enemy.”

course not. But where does this magic come from?

“But I can’t just step up to one of my enemies on the street and kill him. So it’s

It must be from the banners and flags. You see, they represent civilization. That’s

not that he’s the enemy. Come on. What is it?”

why I was concerned to hear that the people in your shelter were committing acts
of murder with personal motives. That’s a threat to civilization itself. You must

“I don’t see what you’re driving at. Is it the fact that he’s on foreign soil?”

never kill out of anger or need. That’s a sin. We all know it’s a sin. Murder is a very
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naked crime. You have to clothe it in banners and flags, salutes and slogans. If we
lose our patriotism, civilization will die. We will sink back to the savagery of the
animals, who kill for hunger rather than for banners.”
Larry stood up. “You’re insane.”
“Why? Because I know the value of civilization?”
“I’m not going to argue with you,” Larry said. “I’ve wasted enough time here as it
is.” He began to turn away.
“Wait. Where are you going?”
“To find some food. I haven’t eaten in nearly three days.”
“You don’t have to leave,” Alfred said. “I can get you all the food you want right
here.”
Larry scowled. “No thanks. I’m not interested in radiation poisoning.”
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“No. I mean good, clean food.”
“How?”
Alfred motioned to the shelter. “We know they’ve got food down there,” he said.
“All we have to do is convince them to come out and share it with us.”
“And how do we do that?”
“By plugging their air vents.”
Larry looked at the metal door. It shone dull in the midday sun. “That will make
them come out, all right,” he said. “But how do we convince them to share their
food?”
Alfred reached into his bag. He pulled out a small wooden club and a large
hunting knife. He looked very menacing as he brandished the club in his right
hand and the knife in his left. Larry looked at him, then down at the shelter, then

back at him.
“Let’s do it,” he said, soberly.
Alfred nodded. Larry dropped to his knees and started filling the air vents with
sand. Alfred shoved the knife into his belt, slipped the club under his arm, and
reached back into his bag. He came out with a white piece of cloth, smeared with
blood. He tied it to the end of his staff and planted the staff into the ground so
that it resembled a makeshift flag. Larry looked up and saw Alfred standing at
attention, saluting the banner.
“What are you doing?” Larry said.
In one swift motion, Alfred took the club from under his arm, whirled around, and
struck Larry between the eyes. Larry collapsed into the dirt. Alfred then took the
knife and began to sharpen it against a stone.
“Yes,” he said. “It gets really lonely up here, waiting for an occasional person to
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emerge. But I’ll never go hungry. Food is always provided for those who know the
magic of the flag.”
He was very solemn as he stared at Larry and continued to sharpen the knife. The
only noise in the cold, dead world was the sound of the blade scraping back and
forth, back and forth, against the rough edge of the stone.
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